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Letter

For purpose of clarification
Dear Editor,
In response to last week's Opinion
Article "Don't Ask Pebbles and Bam
Bam," the government of ASUOP
would like to clarify its position on
free speech. ASUOP at no time pre
sented a formal "threat" to cut off
funding to the Pacifican. ASUOP
Senate consists of 11 members, each
of which represent either a
Constituent School or a Constituent
Body of Students. It is the duty of
these elected officials to seek out the
views of their fellow Constituent stu
dents. Upon hearing expressed stu
dent
concerns regarding the
Pacifican's content, ASUOP Senators
felt it necessary to invite the editor in
chief of the Pacifican, Derk Pippin, to
attend an ASUOP Senate meeting.
These actions were taken to allow
Senators to speak on behalf of their
Constituent Schools regarding opin
ions on the Pacifican content, name
ly Pebbles and Bam Bam. The
Constitution of ASUOP, Article II
Section 2B and D, states: "B: The
Pacifican is guaranteed six percent
(6%) of the ASUOP fee" "D: These

organizations, herein described, are
subject to an evaluation at the discre
tion of ASUOP Senate if concern is
raised as to the programs quality,
institutional integrity, finances, or
whether the students of the
University of the Pacific are being
served appropriately. Upon comple
tion of this evaluation and by illus
trating due cause, the ASUOP Senate
shall have the authority to freeze
funds until such time that issues of
concern may be resolved or addressed
in a manner deemed satisfactory by
the Senate. A two-thirds (2/3) majori
ty vote shallbe requiredby the Senate
to freeze an organization's funding."
Although some members of the
Senate did question the content of
the Pacifican, there was no consensus
for a full evaluation to take place.
Rather, merely discussing the matter
with the editor was deemed appropri
ate. At no time was an action to vote
even raised by any member of the
Senate. ASUOP will always strive to
allow students opinions and view
points to be heard.
- ASUOP Government

P R O G R A M
STEP OUT OF THE CLASSROOM AND INTO THE ACTION OF
WASHINGTON. D.C. INTERN AT THE WHITE HOUSE. THE
SMITHSONIAN, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. MCI, IISA
TODAY OR OTHERS. DISCUSS ISSUES WITH LEADERS AND

Editor offends former subscriber
destructive and narrow minded;
The point our Forefathers were
making when they penned the
First
Amendment
to
the
Constitution was not to test the
boundaries of the "older genera
tion" as you have claimed the goal
of the Pacifican to be. It was rather
the right to express an opinion
without fear of retribution or retal
iation, the very thing you did to
me, Mr. Pippin. Allow those who
have an opposing opinion to enjoy
the same rights you so rigidly
defend. Aren't you in fact guilty of
the same narrowness you accuse
me of?
I may be an "elder voice" but
you would do well to learn to take
criticism especially if you plan to
continue in the profession of jour
nalism. The Pacifican has the rare
luxury of printing whatever it
pleases without the fear of loosing
money, unlike any other free mar
ket publication. Losing my $30.00
a year is hardly enough to force
change. But in the real world, it
may be.
Yes, Derk, at 39 years old I have
probably become the "older gener
ation" as you call me. That is
offensive to me, not because I am
"older" which I am, but because
you insinuate that only older peo
ple can be as narrow as I. I'd love to
have lunch sometime (on me) and
discuss these issues maturely and
intelligently - that is if you have
the openness to do so. This "grand
mother" may learn something
from a young whippersnapper
such as yourself, and vice versa.
I'm sure it could be enlightening
and challenging for both of us.
Sincerely,
Nora Williams

Dear Editor,
I was surprised to read my letter,
which was never intended for pub
lic use, printed in the recent edi
tion of the Pacifican. Thank you
for exercising my freedom of
speech without my approval.
But since you have chosen to
print my letter, I have chosen to
formally reply. After informing the
Pacifican that I no longer wished
to receive their publication, which
by the way was solicited from me
through a letter, and which by the
way, I pay $30.00 dollars a year to
receive, Mr. Pippin wrote back to
me a scathing letter of reply which
of course was not printed in the
Pacifican. In that letter, he told me
that my voice was the "older gen
eration's" which was "destructive"
rather than helpful. He wrote that
the purpose of the Pacifican was to
"test the boundaries." He also stat
ed that the Pacifican was for the
students, not parents and alumni.
(If that is true, then don't solicit
alumni for subscriptions). Mr.
Pippin also told me that the First
Amendment was written in order
to protect his right to print what
ever he considered printable.
Voices such as Mr. Pippins decry
the censorship of printed material.
I was not promoting censorship. I
was merely choosing to no longer
expose myself to material which is
degrading and offensive to me (by
the way, obscenity, defined by the
Court as being without redeeming
social value, remains unprotected
by the First Amendment).
Why is it that those who so
nobly cloak themselves in their
First Amendment right to free
speech are also those who call any
one else's dissenting opinion
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not admit all students that apply
we admit more than we deny "
Schoenberg said.

High school students trying to
The Chronicle of Higher
I get into UOP or any other school
Education
reported recently that
have
a
new
schools across the
I weapon:
an
"These plans of essaycountry are conI Internet
site
buying schemes are more cerned this "will
J where they can
I get
college likely to apply to students encourage appli
cants to submit
1entrance essays
who
are
applying
to
Ivy
essays
they didn't
I written for them.
write and force
League colleges. . ."
An
Internet
colleges to con
I Web site called
-Ed Schoenberg centrate on weed
, Ivy Essays buys
Dean of Admissions ing out plagiarizessays from stuers."
I dents who have already been
The primary reason for Internet
accepted and then sells them to
accessed essays was to give students
students who are in the process of
some insights into what admis
|being admitted.
sions committees consider a good
"These plans of essay-buying
essay and...ideas to inspire their
schemes are more likely to appeal
own learning," the article stated.
to students who are applying to Ivy
But what has happened is that
League colleges where one out of
anyone can access to the Internet
100 are admitted to that school,"
and get just about any type of
said Ed Schoenberg, Dean of admisinformation. Even essays.
I sions.
Asked if any cases of fraudulent
Here at UOP, although we do
essays have been submitted to UOP,

ation
xampre
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half m,any of 1116 former Pacific footrph, j^ers wbo 'eh the school
dp/06 r in orc*er to graduate with a
m the University of the
Pacific
IW,^ /ormer football playersWorthnc Wers' Ryan Green< Justin
ean R>uncan' Vincent Bruno,
Tom
Flppn^ ° jC' Jason Evans, and Roger
Stock-/
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1
after
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^hoo]?
S at various
aiwl/retumin£ f°°tball players put
anri effort into this
schoolIf j
rea
see the•
Bzed they wanted to
said ri//reS °n a Pacific degree/'
ic diro t Plr°, UOP interim athlethannv t
"UOP was more than
take
them bacV she continued
rt

Pendedt!le fo°thall program was sussrh113!11^ Payers transferred to
^ plavina°iS to utilize their eligibiliS hme. While away, they
other

realized they missed the comfortable
setting UOP offers, the small class
sizes, the friends, and most of all the
school.
"I was really looking forward to
coming back to UOP. It was great to
be back with old friends and I look
forward to receiving a Pacific degree,"
said Sean Duncan, former defensive
tackle.
Duncan transferred to San Jose
State in the spring of '96 in which he
played football until the end of the
semester and returned to UOP after
he broke his leg. It was at that point
he decided he would like to enroll
back into Pacific. Duncan was the
first player to return to UOP.
"I think UOP is a better school
overall," said Tom Stone, former
defensive end who transferred to
Idaho State. "I came back to UOP
because I know my degree will be
worth more."
Stone lost his elibibility as a fifth
year senior at Idaho State and said
that his main concern was acade
mics. Stone added that he was
attracted to the fact that UOP's rep

i» ii
Vm

111

You can find essays online at www.ivyessays.com.
Schoenberg said there was one case.
Because the fraud occurred prior to
admission, the university was able
to deny that student's entrance.
"The student could conceivably
apply somewhere else," he said.
"Hopefully they would have
learned their lesson."
When a student signs the appli

cation, there is a statement includ
ed that the student attests that all
the information they are giving is
true.
"On a couple of occasions we
suspected that the essay students
submitted and the students' backsee Web site page 5

HQEallows players to return and complete education
JACK SHEEHAN

!
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Football gone, but academics still remain
Pacifican staff writer

1

utable, high dollar education would
still be covered by his previous foot
ball scholarship.
It is generally common for colleges
and universities to fulfill scholarships
when a program, such as football is
suspended. Normally, it is known by
the involved participants though,
that their program will be ending.
They would then have substantial
time to continue in their progress or
to make necessary changes to finish.
This was a rare case though, in that
when these former Pacific football
players chose to transfer to different
schools, they were giving up any
scholarship rights previously main
tained.
As long as the former players met
all of their academic requirements
according to the original agreement
and made continuing progress
toward graduation while they were
away, they were welcome to return to
UOP.
"I am delighted to see the dedica
tion and pride student athletes put
into Pacific. The value placed on
education is such an attraction to

J

I

f I
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Former football player, Sean
Duncan, returns to get his degree.
complete their degrees," said
President Donald DeRosa. "It was
positive to see a reflection of the
atmosphere at UOP in placing such a
high value on a Pacific education,"
he continued.

NEWS'f
Alcohol Monitors patrol campus parties

The Pacifiran
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•

KELLY RANKIN
Pacifican staff writer
The person standing by the door
looks like everyone else at the UOP
party. But he or she may be a trained
professional to ensure that the party
operates smoothly.
Alcohol monitors, or party moni
tors, are trained students from an
organization that makes sure all the
University's guidelines for alcohol are
obeyed at their functions.
Some students who have attended
the training in the past understand
the purpose of these sessions, but are
not sure that it is effective.
"I think the majority of the people
don't pay attention," said junior JD
Brosnan. "I think it's a worthwhile
idea; I don't really think it works in
practice."

Thomas Nelson:
'Top Prof

Arizona with a major in
Teaching and Teacher Education
and a minor in Renewable
Due to his hard work, his com
Resources. He is a member of the
mitment to his students, and his
Union of Concerned Scientists,
outstanding citizenship, Mortar
the Arizona Association for
Board would like to congratulate
Dr. Thomas Nelson as our
learning in and About the
Environment, and
March, 1997,
the
North
Top Professor.
A m e r i c a n
Dr. Nelson
Association
for
has come a
Environmental
long way from
Education.
graduating
He has also
with a B.A.
received numer
in Physical
ous
awards
Education
including the Ora
from Cal State
B r e c h t a 1
Northridge.
Fellowship and a
After explor
recognition award
ing the world
from the Arizona
of
baseball
Association
for
coaching and
Learning in and
high
school
teaching, he
About
the
went on to
Environment. Dr.
obtain his M.A. Cool Prof, Dr. Tom Nelson
Nelson came from
in Curriculum
the University of Arizona iri
and Instruction-from Cal State
1995 to become Assistant
Sacramento. With a new focus
Professor of Curriculum and ^
and a strong will, Dr. Nelson
Instruction at UOP.
became very active and vocal in
In regards to recycling at UOP,
the education systems of the
Dr. Nelson says, "I think that the
western United States.
University should support social
His love for science led him to
ly acceptable behavior, which
an appreciation of the environ
teaches students how to be citi
ment, and he even created envi
zens." Students fondly describe
ronmental programs, such as the
Dr. Nelson as "energetic,"
Tucson Basin Environmental
"friendly," and "outgoing".
Education Group and the M.A.
It is also said that he brings
program in Environmental
bushels of his home-grown
Education at the University of
apples to class for his students.
Arizona in Tuscon.
Not only does he love gardening,
In 1993, Dr. Nelson received
but he also enjoys backpacking,
his Ph.D. from the University of
hiking, and golfing.
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during the training the monitors
Sophomore Katie Fouch said, "It
learn three things: the University's
was boring. It has good intentions,
alcohol policy, how alcohol con
but it goes in one ear and out the
sumption effects the body, and
other."
they're given ideas about hosting
Peer Alcohol Monitor Training is
responsible parties.
an educational session put on by
The two-hour
Crossroads and the "...sometimes people can't con training is offered
Student Activities
trol themselves when they're four or five times
Office that teaches
during the second
students how to be
drunk... decisions need to be semester. Students
alcohol monitors.
made and you need sober peo whose organiza
Having members
tion requires them
ple to make them."
attend the training
to go, only need to
is "a requirement
-Corey Hoekstra
attend it once.
for any group or
One student thought the training
organization that will be serving
was
beneficial to herself and others.
alcohol at a registered event," said
"People
were very receptive," said
Health Educator Ticka Simonsophomore
Laura Benson. "They par
Rossetto. "They have to have party
ticipated and took it seriously. It was
monitors."
worthwhile."
of Student
Rick Morat, director or
oiuuem
Activities and McCaffrey Center said,
Regardless of whether students like

the training or not, many recognize
the importance of having alcohol
monitors at parties.
"A lot of bad things can happen.
They're there for safety," said senior
Jenn Marroquin.
Sophomore Corey Hoekstra com
mented, "Sober monitors are neces
sary because sometimes people can't
control themselves when they're
drunk. Sometimes decisions need to
be made and you need sober people
to make them."
Morat said the results of the train
ing have been positive: "We see a
great deal of compliance with differ
ent components of the [alcohol] pol
icy," he said. "[At parties] we have
less problems with open containers,
[and] we have less problems with
uninvited guests."
4-Vio f t

Campus Crime Report
THEFTS

Khoury Hall
ARA Office, Anderson Hall
Bookstore
Casa Jackson
Quad Kitchen

Feb 27
Feb 27
Feb 27
Mar 2
Mar 2

Keys
Wallet
Portable Phone
Bicycle
Bicycle

VANDALISM
Grace Coveil Hall
Townhouse "B" Section

Mar 2
Mar 5

Spray paint
Door damaged

Feb 27
Feb 14
Feb 28
Mar 2

Unknown
Two projectors
Speakers
Ransacked

Mar 1
Mar 2

Warrant arrest
DUI arrest

BURGLARY

Grace Coveil Hall
WPC
Mendocino
Grace Coveil Hall

MISCELLANEOUS

Pershing / Princeton
Parking Lot #7
DID YOU KNOW?

During this period of time, Public Safety officers Pr0^"
ed 119 hours of foot patrol, 42 hours of motor Patr0 .
the campus, provided 2 escorts, found 15 open wi
dows/doors, assisted 2 stranded motorists and contac
15 suspicious persons.
If you have any inquires about any of the information
provided in this report, you are encouraged to cont
Jerry L. Houston, Associate Director of Public Safety
946-2537 or Extension 2537 from campus phones. *
may also call anonymously to report any suspicious c
cumstances or persons.
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Is there a price for free press?

layinJ

i ncal colleges confront nmendmt>nt rjq^

5 can h
y/'i

fjERK PIPPIN

Web site

continued from page 3

ruled that the 14th Amendment
determmed the "liberty" guaran-

pacifican staff writer

At Delta, the freedom of the
press
was broached by administra
First Amendment
?n
I
Should student editors coopertion
officials
when they requested
included the freedom of the press.
to view letters written to the editor
ors 2f • ite with police? Should letters to
No
govern]he editor be censored by the
before they were
ment, no arm of
"There
are
all
kinds
of
idministration?
printed.
the state, not the
"hen
On the San Joaquin County
Despite the nega
local authorities, ethical issues that arise
sions
lelta College
campus
last
tive
reaction from
not
the
state
sobe
from being free,"
Wednesday, a panel of professors,
school
president
authorities,
not
-Wayne Overbeck L.H.
_
litors, and a legal expert, disHorton Jr., the
the federal authori
of tl»
issed the limits and rights of the
Proffessor of students ran the letties
may deny
It itudent press in contemporary
Communication
Law, ter.
these
First
terica.
C.S.U. Fullerton
"I'm not interestAmendment rights
ec*
censoring the
Two cases were examined in full,
^^
except under care
le first being that of the Contra
student
newspaper
fully prescribed rules, which
losta College press, where a stuBut this is an educational issue. I
means we've got to decide what
question whether the students are
lent photographer was harassed
these rules are," Overbeck said.
getting an appropriate education
>y police then subpoenaed for his
The guarantees, he explained,
about ethics and standards of the
refusal to release unpublished
are limited to colleges that are sup
newspaper industry," Horton said
jhotos of a murder that occurred
ported by tax dollars, and there
to the Modesto Bee in September.
in campus. The second case
fore, do not apply to college cam
In both cases, the rights of the
ivolved the Delta press' conflict
puses like the University of the
press
to print and act freely was
ith administration officials over
Pacific.
upheld.
la letter to the editor that quesThe dilemma for Contra Costa
"I guess the bottom line is stu
tionedwhat should be allowed to
College tested the limits of state
dents have more freedom on cam
find its way to
authorities in this
pus than they will probably have
|print.
" This is an educational area, using the
in real life after you graduate."
Featured
Shield Law to suc
Overbeck said.
Ispeaker Wayne issue. I question whether
cessfully
resist
lOverbeck, pro
the students are getting police pressure.
cessor
of an appropriate education
The photogra
ICommunication
pher in question,
about
ethics
and
stan
(Law
at
Soren Hemmila,
ICalifornia State
dards of the newspaper 20,
was threatened
JUniversityindustry."
by students, as
IFullerton, spoke
- President L.H. Horton, well.
Iat length on the
"(Hemmila) was
[limits of the
Jr., Delta College KarSTy sT
Ipress, which can
dents as ne
he was
land1 are imposed by legal bodies.
taking pictures," said Paul DeBolt,
Ihere are all kinds of ethical
the advisor to the Contra Costa
Ijssues that arise from being free,"
College
student paper. "Several
Ihe said.
students
tried to take his camera
In 1925, the Supreme Court
from him."

ground information didn't square
up, so we asked them to submit a
graded
essay,"
said
Dean
Schoenberg.
"Our (admission) criteria is not
just objective of materials," he said.
"It is not just the GPA and test
scores. That's why we ask for rec
ommendations, essays, and an
activities list."
The Pacifican talked to several
local high school students and
asked whether students would buy
essays off the Internet. The answers
varied.
"I would if it helped me get into
a college with high standards," said
17-year old senior Aaron Weatherly
from Stagg High School.
A senior from Edison High
School, Chaiya Chantha said, "I
might, but it depends if I really
want to. I can write essays by
myself. So, no,I wouldn't."
"No, I wouldn't," said another
Edison High School senior Lothang
Souphanthong, "because it's cheat
ing."
"I think I would if it's hard," said
Lincoln High School sophomore
Mike Carrol. "But I might not. It
would depend on howIwas feeling
and if it was very important to me."
When asked whether it would be
beneficial for him in the long run,
Carrol said, "It would be beneficial
ifI didn't get caught."
On the other hand, UOP junior
Josh Gebelein said, "I'd rather have
the essay reflect me instead of
someone I've never known."
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The

Questions remain on Central Dining Facility
Proposal would leave departments homeless

the Quonsets and then engage in
the appropriate discussion about
how to plan for their replace
ment."
Students should not expect a
ASUOP President Alexia Stjerne
new Central Dining Facility in
sees
the benefits a Central Dining
place of the .".jionset Huts anytime
Facility would have, but also rec
soon, according to UOP adminis
ognizes the importance of where
trators.
to place the Art, Geology and
John Stein, executive assistant
Geography departments.
to President DeRosa, said there are
"We really need to see, wherever
other issues that must be addressed
we move them, that it's not just
before the school can concentrate
another temporary building that's
on a new dining facility. A key
going to be a Quonset hut for the
question is where would the
next 30 years,"
University move
the Art, Geology
The University would really Stein said.
But
aside
and Geography
like to move those
from concerns
departments, now
programs that have been
regarding mov
in the huts?
"The University patient in their occupancy of ing the depart
ments in the
would really like
the Quonsets.
Quonset Huts,
to move those
-John Stein, executive assistant the University
programs
that
have been patient
to President De Rosa would like to
hear from the
in their occupan
cy of the Quonsets to move them
professionals—those who are bid
out of the Quonsets because those
ding on the dining services con
are really not adequate facilities,"
tract—to see what they would
Stein said.
think about putting in a central
The Pacifican reported last fall
dining facility.
that the new dining facility would
"Does it make sense to them to
be completed by the Fall of 1998.
close down two perfectly function
Funding would come in part from
al kitchens (Grace Covell and
an insurance settlement for the
Elbert Covell) and open up a third
Callison Dining Hall fire, but that
in light of the budget cuts at the
timetable is now in doubt.
University this past year?" Stein
"At this point, we're only work
said. "Does it make sense to create
ing with the Art department and
an additional dining facility as our
there will be a time soon, I hope,
highest priority?"
to work with the Geology depart
Looking past these issues,
ment to talk about their needs, as
Stjerne thinks a central dining
well," Stein said. "Those steps
facility would be a good addition
come first so that we can free up
to the University.

KATIE CORRIGAN
Pacifican guest writer

Bill Gates' mansion is now open to the public

"I think it would be great,"
Stjerne said. "If you do a central
dining facility you could do a stu
dent union there, you could move
the bookstore there, a coffeehouse
just all the possibilities of what
you could have in that building
are really exciting to me," she
added.
UOP students also think the idea
is a positive one.
"Bringing two dining halls into
one would be good because the
school isn't that big. But The
Summit still needs to remain as an

Photo by Scott Kauf"

alternative to dining hall eating
for people who don't live on cam
pus," Senior Michele Gabriel said
"I think it's (Central Dinin
Facility) a really good idea,
Sophomore Devin Katz said,
think we need something otha
than The Summit."
UOP administrators are current
ly looking to a company that spe
cializes in building such facilitie
for plans. It is unknown, at thi
time, when and if a central dinin
facility will be completed.

'Well-rounded' students need not make the grade
College Press Service
DELAND, Fla.—On her resume,
Stetson University Senior Meredith
Preuss boasts of her computer skills
and Biology lab work.
But there's one thing she's left
off: her G.P.A.
That's because, Preuss, 22, carries
a 2.9 out of a 4.0—not a gradepoint average that typically catches
a potential employer's attention.
"I know grades count, but
employers are interested in 'wellrounded' people," she said.
"Someone who can't handle the
stress or failure is a little scary."
Although many employers view a
high G.P.A. as a way to predict suc
cess in the workplace, not every
student graduates with a 4.0. For
students with a less-than-perfect
academic record, learning how to
tailor your resume can mean the
difference between a job offer and a

rejection letter.
Rebecca Emery, career services
director
at
Salisbury
State
University, says students should
always focus on the positive on
their resume. That means, "if your
grade-point average is well below
the 3.0 level, leave it off," she said.
In some cases, the G.P.A. in a stu
dent's academic major may be sig
nificantly higher than the overall
G.P.A. In such a case, students
should include their major G.P.A.
on the resume, Emery said.
For instance, Preuss plans to
include the G.P.A in her biology
major, a respectable 3.4, on her
resume when she applies for jobs in
the science field. "That's the one
that matters," she said.
Emery adds that students can
even separate their upper level
G.P.A from the overall G.P.A. to
show employers what they have
accomplished in their last two

years.
Top-end jobs, however, do look
closely at your overall grade-point
average, warns Michelle Ohayon,
director of the Career Resource
Center at Nova Southeastern
University.
"Your grade-point average mat
ters a great deal if you're hoping to
work in a technical field, such as
engineering or in the sciences," she
said. "If you're going into journal
ism, employers are more interested
in your writing samples. If you're
going into sales, your personality
matters more than your gradepoint average."
Real world experience through
internships, cooperative education
or volunteer experience can com
pensate for your grades, notes
Ursula Hibbert, career counselor at
Champlain College.
"Employers look at these as a true
indication of ability," she said. "A

good employment history, eve
when it's not career-related, ca
show determination and a wilMs
ness to work hard in pursuit
goals."
. .
Students should use their c
lege's alumni network to help the
get over the low-grades hurdle, s y
Will Smith, career services direc
at Wartburg College. rt
"That way professors who »
familiar with your abilities ^
make recommendations to aluI? {
which may help you get your
in the door," he said.
. :s
Of course, the best track to ta
to have everything: strong aca
mics, activities and experience, s ;
Frank J. Kollar, director of car^
development and placement
vices at Mansfield University"The bottom line is that if have
y .
grades are lacking, you better ^
something else of significance
offer an employer," he said.
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rom blockbuster hits to unpopular flicks
SLICK
staff writer

8:00 on Thursday night and
decide to go to the movies with
friends. You think that "A
to Kill" is playing, in the
Center Theater, but
you get there you see scribon a piece of notebook paper
the real movie is "Sense and
n

not what you wanted to see,
you figure something is better
nothing.
has happened to the
movie program? Last year
played two movies a week, one
which was usually a blockbuster
rather than "St. Elmo's Fire," on
night.
to Celexy Stout, presiof Upbeat, (The University
Board for Education and
Times), some of the probwith the movie theater have to
rith a drop in attendance due to
rumors about film
the past, people have cornthat it use to break down,
volume was too low, and you
hear, so don't go there,"
[out said.
"Those rumors have been passed
>wn, so people hear that and
>n t go, even when they've never
en there before," she added.
Stout feels that changes have
en made to improve the program
that people should attend and
advantage of the fact that it's
t0 UOP students.
u
"If these things have been fixed
our sound and picture quality
etter than it has been in the
people should be attending,"
said.
According to Stout, Upbeat has
taken a budget cut that has

AFFPRTPH
N, _
affected
the
films.
Upbeat
has always had
an $85,000 bud
get, but last year
they had an
$11,000 surplus
due
to
the
absence of an
advisor.
But, according
to Leslie Baum,
who has been
the film pro
grammer for the
past two years,
this is not the
case.
"It's all about
money," Baum
said. "The bud
get last year was
$18,000
and
they literally cut
it in half. Upbeat
was fighting sen
ate for a long
time last year,
but they cut the
budget consider
ably and the
majority of it
came out of the
film budget," she added.
"They were saying enrollment
had gone down," Baum said, "but I
don't think it had gone down that
much for them to cut our funding
in half." Now the majority of the
movies that Upbeat can play "are
older, because they're the only ones
we can afford."
Of the movies playing this semes
ter, only two, "Sleepers" and "Get
on the Bus," are not yet on video.
These two played in February.
Students on campus echo the
frustrations of Baum, feeling that
the movie program this year is lack
ing in many areas.

omen offended by
aternity tradition
College Press Service
ASHINGTON— G e o r g e
emh'*C°n University fraternity
'hoes on S3y hanging pairs of
irmipcc ? tree is nothing but a
tradition.
But
^e th6^31 Women on campus
nd h,r. oes are a se^ist symbol
CH TE T0 80CS? ^ernandez, a GW
SSues Nn
a member of Women's
^DbercW' as told reporters that
'oiise th °
Delta Tau Delta
ree everv°^ 3
shoes in the
v° mpr^u
they hnd out that
ers have had sex with

the same woman. She and other
women on campus say that the
behavior is degrading to women.
Fraternity members say the
shoes in the tree are just an old tra
dition—nothing more.
No matter, the women are win
ning this battle—for environmen
tal, not ideological, reasons.
Hernandez reported the tradition
to the city because it's illegal to
hang anything from trees on city
property. City officials say they
plan to take down the shoes and
bill the fraternity $400 for their
removal.

Scott Kaufmann

unci unu iunamg.

"I went to the movies when they
were playing "St. Elmo's Fire,"
which I could've rented and
watched at home, and the sound
was all screwed up," said
Sophomore Alice Aroutunian.
"Why would I want to go back?"
she added.
"I never go to the movies," said
Junior Mo Malhi. "There's never
any good ones playing."
"The program is pretty uninformative," said Junior Jocelyn
Castillo. "The movie choices are
minimal and it needs better

sound."
For Baum, the situation remains
sad and frustrating because there is
so much more she could do with
the program if she only had the
proper funding.
"It bothered me to the extent of
which I almost didn't want to do
my job anymore," Baum said. "Last
year we were getting compliments
all over the place, and then last
semester they (students) were, like,
O.K. this isn't bad, but O.K. This
semester they're, like, what the
heck is this?"

CONGRATULATIONS
PACIFIC TIGERS!
'96-'97 BIG WEST
CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS
AND NCAA TOURNAMENT
PARTICIPANTS
GOOD LUCK IN '97- 98!
FROM YOUR FRIENDS AT WEBERSTOWN MALL

College Press Service
NEW HAVEN, Conn.—Final
exams can be tough, especially at an
Ivy League school.
So imagine you're a student at
Yale University, and you notice this
question on your written exam:
"List the hard alcohol (including
brand name) found on a Yale bar."
Or how about this one: "Please
determine the correct glass size and
ingredients for the following cock
tails: Madras, Red Snapper and
Vodka Gibson Special."
Okay, so you'd have to be at least
21—the legal drinking age in
Connecticut—to even take this
exam. But each year, about 70 Yale
students do.
They're part of Yale University
Dining Hall's bartending program,
which offers classroom instruction

in basic bartending for Yale student
employees who pay a $30 fee.
"It's extremely popular," says
Caryn Camp, who runs the bartend
ing program. "It fills quickly."
Students know successful comple
tion of the course qualifies them to
tend bars at Yale functions, where
they make $10.60 an hour. Then
there's the added benefit of net
working with alumni at reunion
functions.
One of the students in the pro
gram, senior Yvan Champagne, told
the Yale Daily News: "You're not
doing anything physically taxing,
and you do get to socialize."
In fact, being personable is one of
the qualifications of a good Yale bar
tender, Camp says. More important,
though, is their understanding of
"mixology."
"They have to know how to mix

When to
Listen to...

drinks," Camp explains. For
instance, a martini involves two
shots of gin, a quarter shot of dry
vermouth, an olive or a twist, and
ice. Actually, all drinks at Yale bars
are served with ice or "on the rocks"
excluding the obvious (beer and
wine). And if a customer wants his
or her drink "up" or "neat," then
students are instructed to leave out
the ice.
Students also learn the "Yale stan
dards" for setting up and breaking
down a bar. Both male and female
bartenders must wear a white, button-down shirt with a black bow tie.
Men must be clean-shaven. And, of
course, they must refrain from plac
ing tip cups on the bar.
The most common problems a
student will encounter at a Yale bar
are drunk patrons and minors try
ing to sneak a drink, Camp says.
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Like any good bartender, they must
ask someone of "questionable as>e
for identification. In the case of an
intoxicated person who wants more
to drink, Yale bartenders must sue.
gest a non-alcoholic drink. But they
must do so without using the word
"non-alcoholic." If that doesn't
work, Yale bartenders are instructed
to make the drink with as little alco
hol as possible and inform the man
ager or police officer once the person has left the bar.
The 15-year-old program is
offered seven times each semester,
and class size is limited to 10 stu
dents. "For instructors to try to
watch more than 10 people set up
their own drinks is just too diffi
cult," says Camp.
Mostly seniors take the course,
and about 90 percent of them pass.
After all, they are Ivy Leaguers.

Spring 97
Program
Guide

Brought to you by ASUOP

Got too
much time
on your
hands?
Volunteer
as a
KPAC DJ
Call Ace @
946-2233

8=9 AM Burt Nadler
"JOB SHOCK!"

1=3 Sports News and
Soft Music with Kelly

Need help finding a job?

1=5 Fezzik and Nappy
'THE SHOW"
(Rap, R&B, Reggae)

Call in Howard Stem style!

5=6 Jennifer Soli
Alternative Mania!
6=8 Paul, Jeff, Sam

^

"Bayou Boogie & Bluez"

(

Southern Rock, Blues

(

,

7=9 Tosh & Jyme

B -9 Burt Nadler JOB SHOCK! <
Need help finding a job?

<

"The BigHead Todd Hour"

10-11 Shelby; Susan, Sara
"The Sassy; SaucySalty Hon"

This could
be YOU!!!
Call Ace
@ 946-2233
to join our
staff
Phat, Funked Up Muzzikl

1

Hip Hop, Funk, Rap

9-10 The Martini Girls
Sex, Love, & Lust,
CCR Meets the Sex Pistols < >
"A Big quilt of fun !"

9=10 Dave, John & Michael'
10=11 Richelle& Aubrey
"Off Campus Events"

12=1 Steve Smak
Great Music & Talk of the Day!

1=3 Sports News and
Soft Music with Kelly
5=6 Jennifer Soli

*
>

10=11 C. Colton
Sports Jive

•••
K P A C

REQUEST
LINE
946-2808

Alternative Mania!
6=7 Commuting with Marnie

5=6 Luis & David

Classic rock for your walk home!

"Latino Nites"

7=8 Lord Humongous
Rock from yesterday 2 today

Call in Howard Stern style! < I

KRAZYKENJI

ae

Wenzdae

M u n d <i e

8=9 Jenny & Andy
"Checker"
Ska, Punk, underground

9=10 Dave, John & Michael
CCR Meets the Sex Pistols

10-11 Joe Webb
Modern Music
For The Masses

The Ben Dogg Show
Funk, Rap, Disco
7=9 Akiyoshi lida
Noise Gate 442
Nitro-Fueled Heavy Metal
9-10 The Martini Girls
Sex, Love, & Lust,
"A Big quilt of fun !"

KPAC can now be heard in Glorious Mono on Tiger TV, Channel 2 on any TV at UOP
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'Different strokes for different folks

3?

—

Derk Pippin
Sue Tran
Stephanie Boore
Rebekah Slick

News Editors

WKf

Spring break is upon us now, and we
must stop to ponder what this week free
pom scholastic obligation exactly means.
If we were to examine the term "Spring
freak," literally, we would find that this
holiday of sorts would be celebrated
more appropriately in the freezing
onths of January or February—a literal
break from Spring.
urthermore, when exactly did the
ract
[ !ce °f scholastic hiatus come to
And why only one week, not two?
rin
. P g break means different things to
tj. .?,rent People. For some it might be the
UP the latest Danielle
Steel
6
romance
all ft
novel and simply reading
I hot 0tslonS- Others flock to the world's
to I36 °ne with grain alcohol
ana
r^Uie floor.
Itha?^n^ ^ak to some means finding
s ec
easi P ial mate, which seems to come
alenh J^en standards are lowered, and
'testa • content is raised. Think of it as a
^frve. You meet, drink, drink, drink—
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Jeff Gaddis
Opinion Editor

you "drive" (for want of an un-censored
term), and if you wake up the next morn
ing smiling, then you have successfully
mated. Just sign the lease agreement,
commonly referred to as a prenup, and
that baby is yours.
Of course, there are others who are
quite content with their significant
other, and for this we give snaps. But if
we examine the term "Spring break"
more closely, we will find the word
"break" amongst the two. Is it possible
that our Founding Fathers intentionally
put the word "break" in there to refer to
couples taking a break from each other?
Not too far-fetched now, is it?
As you can see, there are many different
approaches to analyzing the phenome
non of a week-long intellectual interrup
tion. But no matter what the idea means
to you, it means one thing to us at the
Pacifican—we get to go one week with
out meeting our deadlines. Have fun, be
safe.

£«* represent the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, drop one off at our
""ft* floor of Hand Hall, or e-mail us at pacifican@UOP.edu. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number.
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What are you doing for Spring break?

"We're going to Tahoe,
renting a condo at South
Beach...Skiing, snowboarding and gambling."
-Russell Garcia

"Sleeping for 48 hours at
a time."
-Lee Weves

"Going home to
celebrate my brother's
fourth birthday."
- Natalie Dorr

"Going jet
skiing."
-Liezel Laroza

"Going to
Tahoe tool!"
- Gus Khouri

I

was at art ABA-

accredited law
school, and I was
doing well, But I
wanted to do better.
"Chapman, I found, does everything first-rate. That's
obvious throughout their entire School of Law.
"From their well-planned, comprehensive library to their
distinguished faculty; from their
conscious decision to keep class
sizes small to their generous
scholarship packages.
"If you want to be a
lawyer, realize you have a
lot of studying ahead of you.
But in my opinion, the most
important studying you'll do starts
with studying Chapman University
right now."

HBCHAPMAN
hS UNIVERSITY

•MM SCHOOL OK LAW

7 I 4-5I 7-0305
E-mail-. io)intlsct*chapm<in.t*<tii

"I am going to be resting
and not worrying about
waking up early."
-Eric Gutierrez

Why are women
so...yeeaargh!H
NEIL WILLIAMS
Pacifican staff writer
A few weeks back, a discussion
arose between me and a group of my
friends. We discussed many things of
a spiritual nature and, somehow, I
don't remember the path we took,
but we got onto the subject of sex.
That is, the difference between the
sexes.
It started off with
simple enough lit
tle questions here
and there, but as we
got more open
about the subject,
the question came
up, "WHY ARE
WOMEN SO STU
PID?!" Now, before
I get a "Waiting to
Exhale"
routine
done outside my
door,
let
me
"I liked the old
explain.
The word stupid was used more in
the way of determining common
sense, and not actual intelligence.
For example, there isn't a guy I know
who hasn't heard a woman say that
"men are scum."

They complain about some jerk
who did them wrong, or a guy friend
who goofed up on something he was
supposed to do. Now the weird par
of the whole thing is that after one
guy does them wrong, days, some
times weeks, occasionally mont. s,
later they go out with the same type
of jerk again. This was the
focus of our discussion, to be exa- •
Why do they do
that?!
Now to be fan/
admit guys do it too,
but I just see it
much more
among ladies,
completely
shadows the guy
mistakes. Yra tell
you girls, it is juS
astonishing to y
"w «?»£££
times, the guys X
show
interest
M1UW
Ethel better." They
spot thejed^
them right off the bat, as if they _g
carrying around a neon sign say1
"JERK! JERK! WARNING, JERKOccasionally, these "guy fa
-rl|
get enough courage to tell tn e .
see Women po9e
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Jeff's Journal
GADDIS
Pacifican staff writer

JEFFREY

Driving to campus the other
drove me insane. Some
wrestling tournament. Parking was
ill. 1 started to wonder about the
whole parking situation and how it
has affected me as a student at this
campus.
First of all, having the tourna
ment here is cool. It gives these
young athletes a great facility to
operate in, and it's not bad adver
tising for the school. But, I don't
think these people paid their sev
enty-five bucks at the Finance
Center just to get their little orange
sticker.
week

Top Ten List

What compounded the problem
is they all got here before I did. I
thought there was a damn RV trade
show going on. Couldn't find a
space anywhere. Finally, I parked
illegally, next to a motor home that
was taking four parking places—
two for the main ship and two for
his nice big party awning that
stretches over to eliminate the sun.
While on the parking theme, has
anyone noticed how ridiculously
few parking spaces are available on
Stadium Blvd? We've got one of the
biggest dorms on campus there and
not to mention the library, which
incidentally, is another article all
together. Why can't we park on the
street between Southwest and the

library? Right now there is so much
wasted space on Stadium, to find a
spot is hell.
For the tuition that we pay there
ought to be a tram trolley, sort of
like Disneyland, we could call it
the Tiger trolley. It would pick you
up and drop you off at the
doorstep. This invitation to lazi
ness would surely be an attractive
difference between UOP and other
schools, ultimately raising admis
sions and lowering tuition at the
same time.
Spring break is almost sprung,
and for a week of nothing, we lazy
asses are thankful. Anytime we take
a week off to celebrate seasonal
changes can't be that bad.

Dr.
Ray's
Rx
These jokes can be read in the L.A. Times and are heard on over 400 radio stations world wide.
HALE-BOPP
The Hale-Bopp comet appears on the hori
zon this month. Scientists say it's unique.
This may be the only star in the universe
that hasn't spent the night in the Lincoln
bedroom.
MARCH MADNESS
The NCAA tournament continues. The
money raised for each school over the next
few weeks is important. It helps offset the
rising cost of high school seniors.
RODMAN
Dennis Rodman is getting involved in
professional wrestling. He's got the acrobat
ic talent to do well. He's often suspended in
mid-season.
BASEBALL
The baseball season is upon us. A report
says the average family of four will spend 85
dollars at the ballpark this year. And once
they pay to park, it's on to the stadium.
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RAP RULES
The rap music industry has changed. Of
course, artists no longer produce 45's. It's
now .757 magnums.

Top Ten
Pickup Lines
You Will Hear
While on
Spring Break
10. "Beer?

//

9. "You mind if I
qet a squirt of
your lotion?"
8. "Sex on the
beach? No, /
mean the drink."
7. "Your moteI or
mine!> ? "

DISNEY PIRATES
Disneyland has made its Pirates of the
Caribbean ride more politically correct. It's
a lot more tame now. In fact, the only
places you see the looting of innocent vic
tims are in the gift shops.

6. "Puke
here
>//
often?'

YOUTH NBA
High school basketball player Tracy
McGrady will go straight to the NBA. Of
course, he was tempted by all that money
flashed before his eyes. Those college
recruits can really be persuasive.

4. "Wanna make
fifty bucks?"

You or your organization can subscribe
by reaching Telefoke at:

http://www.telejoke.com

J. "I'm here with
MTV."

3. "Is that a
pineapple in your
pocket or are you
just happy to see
me?"
2. "Would you
like to have
breakfast tomor
row morning?"
1. "Hello, I'm a
dork!!!"
Compiled by:
Pacifican Staff
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Sell off pieces of government!
ERIC DEWEES
Pacifican staff writer
Do we live in a truly free-market
society? Are we a generally capitalist
state? Do we depend on our govern
ment more than we depend on our
selves? Privatization is the key to
restoring our once strong capitalist

economy.

Privatization, is "the transfer of
public sector assets to the private
sector, the transfer of management
of state activities through contracts
and leases, and the contracting out
of activities previously conducted by
the state," according to Donald Ball.
Three fundamental principles
support privatization. First, by priva
tizing social services, the decision
making power is taken from govern
ment and given to individuals who
are closer to the actual impact of
their decisions. Second, removing
power from the government and
giving it to the citizens, would elim
inate many of our committees,
departments, and other government
institutions, thus reducing the
bureaucracy. Finally, it creates an
equality of opportunity, as opposed

to the truly impossible, attaining
equality of outcome.
Areas to apply privatization
include the Postal Service, Social
Security, Medicare, NASA, and pub
lic education. By privatizing these
programs, taxes could be reduced,
their services would improve due to
competition, and it would eliminate
the unfair burden placed on current
private companies competing with
the already existing social services.
The unfair advantage that govern
ment sectors gain include: (1) gov
ernment-owned companies can cut
prices unfairly because they do not
have to make profits; (2) they get
government contracts; (3) they get
export assistance. Who do you
depend on more, the U.S. Postal
Service or UPS?
To understand the oppositions'
view, a complete understanding of
the two fundamental economies is
required. The two basic economies,
both driven by a goal of gaining
prosperity for all citizens, are the
market and the commune. It is
important to note that neither one
of these two would ever exist com
pletely alone, it will always be a

i •
I . : f V t o f w n
combination
of the two.
The commune concept is based
on the idea that goods are produced
collectively, stored publicly, and dis
tributed based on government deter
mination. The process is entirely
financed through taxes. The market
system, on the other hand, involves
the private production, storage, and
distribution of goods as determined,
not by the government, rather the
consumer.
The market system's process is
financed entirely by the consumer.
The market system's chief superiori
ty is that competition ensures con
sumers get what they want.
Those who oppose privatization,
thus preferring socialization, typical
ly argue that unemployment, infla
tion, and exploitation are the true
products of a free-market economy.
Moreover, they argue for equality of
outcome, or the belief that govern
ment should make all citizens equal.
This is achieved by socializing the
economy because the government
could guarantee employment,
income equality, and the elimina
tion of profit, which leads to
immoral worker exploitation.

Privatization supporters think the
role of legislation is not to ensure
equality of outcome, rather equality
of opportunity. Should we all live in
the same government issued house
drive the same government issued
car, or make the same income
regardless of occupation?
All of us begin life with different
talents, through which we develop
different tastes and values. We are all
entitled to a fair chance to maximize
our potential under equal protection
under the law, but we are not enti
tled the same results.
Clearly, some areas are best left to
government, such as police, fire, and
national defense due to their nature,
but many others should be turned
over to the private sector. By endors
ing competition in a free-market
economy through privatization,
consumers are guaranteed the quali
ty products and services that they
desire. As Carl Cohen stated in Four
Systems, "Individualism is the true
realization of democracy. It lives up
to the principle, well-confirmed by
long human experience, that gov
ernment is best which governs
least."

trust, about your age, maybe a broth
er, cousin, or just a friend, and you
meet a guy you like, introduce them.
If Rin-Tin-Tin starts snarling, then
send that new puppy back to the

store. Just a suggestion, of course.
This is an opinion column after all.
Oh, and if any girls have a response
to this article, feel free. The guys o
UOP need answers.

Women.

continued from page 10

which can go about three ways: 1)
She listens to him and breaks it off
with the guy. Of course, this hap
pens once in awhile. 2) She gets mad
at her friend for meddling; this
option happens more often. 3) Yet,
most often, she ignores the warning,
until of course, the guy hurts her.
Now, I must say, on a personal
outlook, it's always been a puzzle to
me. I've been the nice guy, the jerk,
and I'm currently working on being
a good guy. The funny thing is, in
comparison I got more dates acting
like a jerk. That is so sick! And I have
yet to find a decent answer to why it
happens. Even the girls we were talk
ing to did not know why. Then there
is this other annoyance.
In the now defunct Pebbles and
Bam Bam section, (moment of
silence) there was a letter about a girl
who was looking for a decent guy.
Many guys have heard this talk from
girls before. I remember a friend
came to me complaining there were
no decent guys on the UOP campus.
I then started naming off to her guys
we both knew. They were nice guys,
to which she responded, "but I'm
not interested in them." I then told
her, as politely as I could, to stop
complaining about it. There is a big
difference between finding a decent
guy, and finding a decent guy you
are interested in.
I know a girl who knows exactly

what kind of guy she wants. From
height to hair color, from religion to
hobbies. When I first heard it I
thought it was rather obnoxious.
Now that I think about it, maybe all
girls should do this.
That way guys could have a base
to go with. I can see it now, a guy
walks up to a girl in a club, "Excuse
me. Oh wait! I'm sorry, you like guys
over 6'2," and I'm just 6'0." Sorry to
have wasted your time." Well, it's a
thought!
Anyway, to be fair I'll point out
something on guys next time. Till
then, here is a tip for ladies that does
work, at least according to the girls I
know. You see, in a sense guys are
like dogs. They really like protecting
their "territory." Anytime you are
with a dog, and a stray one comes
up, they will snarl and bark to pro
tect you, right? Well guys are the
same way. If you have a guy you

your parents said
you have to go to

Isummer school.

they didn't say where
Experience a summer you'll
never forget in H&Wdi i
6 weeks, 6 credits, about $2,200 including tuition,
room & board, books, and airfare.

Lumber & Supply
We're the sourcefor
Fraternity • Sorority paddles

1627 S. Center
464-4565

University of Hawai i at Manoa,
Summer Session
for complete information, connect to:
www.summer.hawali.edu
or call toll-free 1(800)862-6628
Term i: May 19-lune 27 • Term a: lune 30-Augu.st 8
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Spring
is in
the air
JENNIFER SOLL

Pacifican guest writer
Are you tired of waking up in
the morning to find out that it is
50 degrees outside? How about
having to sit at home and do noth
ing because every place around
you is flooded?
Well, Winter is over at UOP. The
weather is getting warmer, people
are outside more, and (it is said
that) love is in the air.
Every person has a different idea
of what love is and how to find it.
The range goes from knowing
someone for a long time and then
something "magical" happens to
going away on Spring break and
finding someone "special" while
you are drunk and partying at a
bar.
"Everyone is working out so
everyone looks better," said Junior
Todd Mitchell. "It is a time where
people go out and have a good
time by meeting new people."
No matter what your preference,
a few UOP students have
explained what their idea of
Spring Love is.
Several students agree that love
can be found in the Springtime
because it is a time of new begin
nings. The weather is getting
warmer, more sunshine, and the
flowers are blooming, so love can
bloom too.
"When spring comes around,
people come out of hibernation,"
said Junior David Gradstein.
"People want to come out and see
people and enjoy each other, so
they go out more often. They are
more social because the weather is
warmer."
"Love is definitely in the air dur
ing the Spring because people are
wearing less clothes," agreed
Anna Sheehan.
continued under
fa palm leaf
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L&E Editor
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Hot spots to let loose
REBEKAH SLICK
Pacifican staff writer
Whether it's soaking up the rays on the warm sands
of Hawaii, sipping a margarita just south of the border
or skiing the snow-capped mountains of Lake Tahoe,
Spring Break is here again. And just in time.
Spring fever has set in at the University of the
Pacific and after countless days of midterms and end
less nights of studying, students are in dire need of a
long awaited rest and release of tension.
"1 just need a break," said Garrett Lumley. "To get
away from school and hang out with my friends."
Students are journeying all over with their friends
this Spring Break. Some of the hot spots are: Hawaii,
San Felipe, Lake Havasu, San Diego, Lake Tahoe and
San Luis Obispo.
All of these places are famous for facilitating all
night parties, all day naps, and all kinds of flings.
"People put on their beer goggles and go to places
like Lake Havasu, where the rumors live that every
body is better looking," said Sophomore Lauren
Wilson.
Other students are visit
ing nature this Spring
Break, taking
part in
activities
such as

camping, hiking and going on road trips.
Whatever the excursion, students are just looking
for a place and a way to forget school, let loose, and
enjoy themselves.
"I don't care where I go, as long as it's somewhere
where I can take a break from school, have fun, evade
responsibility and PARTY!" said Rochelle Brown.
"It's a time for you to get out all that extra anxiety,
and rage, "said senior Scott Sullivan.
Even those who are remaining in Stockton this
break are relaxing and finding creative ways to
unwind and enjoy themselves.
"I'm going to ride around on my unicycle and drink
eight beers without touching the ground," said junior
Noel Stanford. "I'm going to beat the record."
Whatever you're doing this Spring Break, have fun
and relax, but be careful. Remember your sunblock,
bring plenty of aspirin and, if you're going to wear
your beer goggles, be sure to take them off before you
go to bed. And for those of you who are stuck work
ing or
trying
to catch up
on home
work over
Spring
\
Bread,
take a
few minutes for
yourself. Stop and pick a
daisy or buy an ice
cream cone. Pamper
yourself and cele
brate all that
you've accom
plished.

*

continued

"I think that you can find love
any time of the year," said Junior Laura Smith.
"Spring is not an exception."
Other students aren't so optimistic about
"Spring love."
"Since there are no guys here at school that I am
attracted to, I do not see how I can find love," said
Junior Ashley Viso.
"Love in the spring time sucks, said Inesio
Royball. "Because I always seem to be breaking up
with my girlfriends during that time."
If love is not a lucky subject for you, don't
worry. There are still people who believe
you can turn it around.
"Love fails in spring," said
Audra Wagner. "But, even
though love sucks,
you might find
it if you try
hard enough."
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Have a fun
and safe
Spring Break
from all of us at
The Pacifican
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Fresh
Perspective
ALEX ZAMANSKY
Pacifican staff writer
As a freshman coming from a
school where my varsity team was
0-14 in my senior year, I have been
really stoked about the men's bas
ketball team winning the Big West
Conference and then going on to
the NCAA tournament.
One of my best friends repeatedly
has said, "They are bitchin'!!!" Of
course she is totally right.
Olowokandi, Bowman, Anders,
Boelter and company made every
student here excited right down to
their socks!
One of the best parts about get
ting the national exposure were the
television networks like channels 10
and 13 coming out here to inter
view and report what was going on.
At one point, I even got a few sec
onds on live television, hmmm.
Stepping from one spotlight to
another, let's talk about Tiger base
ball's Dan Reichert. What a pitcher!
I think, correct that, I KNOW he
will make the major leagues. When
he does we will all know and
remember the guy who once threw
ten zillion strikeouts for Pacific. Hey
Dan, remember I want an auto
graph.
The weather lately has become so
nice and perfect. Actually, that
kinda sucks, and I will tell you why.
Remember all the rain we
received way back in January and
December? Well, I invested in some
Rainex (clear stuff you put on your
windshield so the rain drops slide
off and you don't have to use your
wiper blades). Well, since I put that
stuff on, IT HAS NOT RAINED. Talk
about a waste of four bucks. Oh
well.
Spring Break starts tomorrow,
well not officially, but hey, it is
Friday and for all intensive purpos
es, Spring Break STARTS TOMOR
ROW!
I will be able to catch up on my
sleep that I have missed the last two
months. Yep. Sleeping until noon
and going to bed at two in the
morning will be just fine for ten
days straight.
That is what college does to a per
son. This is what the University of
the Pacific has done to me.
Well, this will end it for now, but
before I go onto Spring Break, I
want to say good-bye to my favorite
next door neighbor Jenn Glenn.
She has been so cool this whole
year and I wish her luck when she
goes to Mexico over Spring Break.
This also goes out to my non-exis
tent roommate, Francis G. See ya
when we come back.

FNTEPTATNMENT
UOP voice department: musical chairs

|S<

JOSHUA POWELL
Pacifican staff writer
In his Zen-like treatise, "Vocal
Wisdom," the legendary voice
teacher Giovanni Lamperti devoted
an entire chapter to the topic of "Too
Many Teachers."
In it he writes, "If we find our
voice...with the help of a master, we
must not try other methods. It is
fatal." With this ominous warning in
mind, the vocalists at the UOP
Conservatory are facing new rum
blings in an already long-lived voice
faculty shuffle.
When today's seniors were fresh
men, there were five voice faculty.
Now, three and a half years later,
only two of those teachers remain
and one, the vital and highly
respected George Buckbee, will be
retiring after this year.
The problems don't stop there.
One current teacher, Barbara Clark,
is only to be here until Dr. Lynelle
Wiens' sabbatical is over. Another
instructor, Dale Ganz, is only a
"guest" professor and must apply
with all other applicants for the posi
tion he will vacate next year.
The Opera Theater Director, Sally
Stunkel, is looking to teach else
where next year. That makes three
openings out of five positions for
next fall. Sixty percent of the staff
may be brand new and when Dr.
Wiens returns, the staff will have
only one returning instructor from
the previous Spring.
The greatest of challenges facing
the Conservatory is replacing
Professor Buckbee. "They're looking
for a Musical Director, Opera Coach,
Voice Instructor, Everything-else per-

Kristy Treutttf

UOP's voice faculty and staff have been making waves about their department

son," said professor Stunkel. That
certainly sums up the breadth of
positions Professor Buckbee has
played.
In fact, he's even served as acting
Dean for the Conservatory. Filling
such large shoes will be a most diffi
cult task. Also posing a potential
problem is the possible resignation
of Professor Stunkel.
This semester, she has led the
Conservatory to it's first full-length
Opera production in three years.
Though the effort has been a rocky
one, such productions are vital in
the training of vocalists as well as to
the Conservatory's competitive edge
with other schools.
Should UOP be forced to find a
replacement, the performance
opportunities could easily falter back
to square one. The constant musical
chairs in the Voice Department has

CD review

caused many students to bounce
from teacher to teacher.
"I would like to have studied with
one teacher," says Senior Vocal
Performance student Yoo Ri Clark.
"Instead, I've had to get used to a
new teacher almost every year."
When she finishes up her degree in
the Fall, Yoo Ri will be studying with
her fourth UOP voice teacher.
Though UOP's Conservatory has
the potential to compete with the
best of schools in many areas, the
current staff juggling has made it
very hard. With vital faculty mem
bers leaving and new recruits com
ing on board, the next year or two
will be serious proving grounds.
With any luck, stability will return
and the Conservatory Voice
Department will be able to impan a
more focused sense of °c
Wisdom.

The twisted world of "Lost Highway
There are two types of songs on
this disc—real songs from the likes
of
David
Bowie,
Smashing
Well, originally I had planned to
Pumpkins, Nine Inch Nails, Marilyn
do a joint review of the movie "Lost
Manson, and Lou Reed, and creepy
Highway" along with it's sound
background music from the film
track. But, since the flick is a little
composed by Angelo Badalementi,
too artsy for this cultural wasteland
who is best known for his work on
called Stockton, it
the Twin Peaks
doesn't look like Even if you're not a fan of soundtrack.
I'll be seeing
Badalementi's off-key
Even if you're
David
Lynch's
not
a fan of
jazzy compositions there
new masterpiece
Badalementi's offanytime soon. I are plenty of other worth key jazzy compo
guess I'll just have while reasons to give this sitions there are
to review the CD
plenty of other
CD a listen.
by itself.
worthwhile reaThe soundtrack is Trent Reznor's
sons to give this CD a listen. Even
second attempt at soundtrack
though almost half of the tracks are
arrangement (the first being Natural
vocal-less musical scores from the
Born Killers). Although it's not quite
film, there are still ten great songs
as diverse as NBK, it's just as twisted.
on the disc. Some of today's best

RYAN BAZELEY
Pacifican staff writer
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and brightest musicians are on he
doing what they do best.
tive
Turn on any decent altemaW
radio station and you're ^ o
hear
Nine Inch
...
near Mine
men Nails
Drug", or "Eye" by
Pumpkins. Other great
^
here include "I'm
i m Deranged
o flt
David Bowie, "This Magic
,ition
by Lou Reed, and a creepy
.^
of "I Put a Spell on You by M
Manson.
„rith the
If you're at all familiar
sure
work of David Lynch, the
r^js
you can appreciate how
mpany
soundtrack must be to
n0
one of his movies. If Y° . ^ of
_i
...i
t vnch is»
iS; "
r ^j0vie
clue
who David Lynch
ar
the most twisted and w P
fjftry,
you've ever seen, multracki_ c
k, mp sounau"
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ifjose encounter with a shark
INA
can staff writer

•e this story that some people
fd to believe, but I would
J a stack of Bibles and the
Iname of my mother that it's
I almost fell into a shark tank.
Has summer time and I was a
robably not a day over six. The
family, me, my mom and dad,
I and sister, all went on a famiting to Marine Land, a now
;ed amusement park sort of
;a World.
went to see the killer whale
r and arrived about ten minutes
to make sure we got good seats.
Idn't endure the empty time,
vandered to the venue next
[which was the shark exhibit,
tank had an underground
area, but the top was left
looking like a gladiator's
except, twenty feet below the
)f the wall, there was water
id of sand, and sharks instead
ling of limited height at the
was tall enough just so I could
i see over the top of the wall,
iy field of vision, as far as seeie surface of the water, was
iletely obscured. There was
one thing I could do to get a
rview: climb up onto the top of
fall.
|c wall was about a foot and a
ick, making it relatively easy
e. I eased my way to the top,
laid across it on my belly. I
see the whole arena down into
"t I could even see that big
swimming right below me. I
i straight down at the shark as
P® by, and I swear, I swear, he
"ght back at me with
' Wack and soulless eye.
5? y.* started to lose balance.
eing so wide made it hard
m?, f°d 8riP- 1 reached back
y ands, and all I could feel
<ht Ciment sapping away,
en, everything got really

Pioil't,

E. Harding Way
Stockton, CA
466-5534

Floral
for UOP Students

slow. I felt myself go over the edge
dark suit, navy, I think.
and put my arms up, getting ready
His jacket was resting on the wall
to splash into the icy water, and get
right next to where I had climbed
ting ready to feel that cold shock.
up. He'd just been walking by. A sec
Getting ready to see them circle, to
ond
later, and all he would have
feel them get clos—
been was the guy
er and closer, feel
.../ would swear on a stack who got the best
the scream lock up
view of the rest of
of Bibles and the good
in my throat, feel
my
life.
the salty water
name of my mother that
He
removed his
choke back my
it's truth.
hat, it looked just
effort to breathe,
_____
—- like
something
feel my lungs filling with water, then
you'd see in a Howard Hawks gang
feel the razor teeth cut into my body
ster movie, and wiped his forehead
as the shark strikes, and feel my life
with the back of his hand. I looked
slip away as I'm hit again, then feel
around. No one was making a fuss. It
myself get pulled under and hear the
was sort of an overcast day, and the
world disappear into liquid silence.
park was more on the empty side
I was getting pulled, but it wasn't
than not.
under, and I found I could still
The shark attraction was all but
breathe. I was getting pulled
deserted, but even the few people
upward. The tug was coming from
there had not even noticed what
my belt at the back of my shorts.
had happened. No one saw me
Next thing I knew, I was being
except this man in dark glasses. And
picked up off the wall and placed on
no one could have saved me except
the solid ground in front of a very
him.
tall man with large hands. He had
"That could be dangerous," he
on dark glasses, and was wearing a
said, while putting his hat back on.

Kappa Al

The comer of his mouth turned up
in a smile that probably wasn't used
much. I had a good idea that if I
were his kid, he'd spank me so hard
that I wouldn't be able to sit down
until I reached puberty. That
reminded me of my own parents.
He turned to grab his coat from
off the wall, and that's when I bolt
ed. I ran straight over to the killer
whale show, heart racing, sweat
forming on my brow. It took a while
for me to catch my breath, and my
mom noticed me huffing. She asked
me about it.
"I just thought I was going to be
late. I didn't want to miss the begin
ning," I told her, though I really was
n't paying attention at all.
My mind couldn't break free of
the repeating images locked in view,
images I still see when I sleep,
images who's fragments still flash in
and out of mind all the time.
Right then my mind was lost in
the deep, cold, darkness of the
sharks eye, and in the dark glasses of
the tall man wearing the blue suit.
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Are you getting a job?
money, majors, and more!

out this column, which you have
been saving neatly in your wallet
or purse for such an occasion, and
boldly and articulately state: THE
This column addresses a query
UOP JOB SEEKER'S PLEDGE.
of particular interest to Seniors,
"University of the Pacific Career
but all of you will eventually
Services acknowledges that I am a
become a member of this often
job seeker in good standing. I am
endangered species, and many of
aware of services we offer those
you are thinking about summer
seeking to focus goals, develop
"jobs" or "internships," so read
excellent
job
on.
O n - c a m p u s You're about to go home search tools, and
take all steps
recruiting
has
begun, several (at least to do your laun required to find
firms have visit dry and pick up sun screen meaningful and
challenging posted, yet some very
i n t e r e s t i n g prior to heading off to surf g r a d u a t i o n
s c h e d u l e s or snow for spring break). e m p l o y m e n t ,
remain. You're ... the question most likely summer employ
ment or intern
about to go home
to be asked by mom or
ship opportuni
(at least to do
your laundry and dad will be: "Are you close ties.
pick up sun
I am a realist
to getting a job?"
screen prior to
who knows that
heading off to
~
job search efforts
surf or snow for spring break), and
should begin as soon as possible
the question most likely to be
and that active and assertive stu
asked by mom or dad will be: "Are
dents find employment most
you close to getting a job?"
quickly. While this typically
This inquiry often comes from
means success may be three to six
friends, family members, and occa
weeks or months post graduation,
sionally from that little voice we
I will take action now during the
call a "conscience" or "the student
Spring Semester.
loan memory monitor." When you
Finding a job or internship as of
hear it, be prepared to cite how
graduation or by the end of the
much you've done to date.
Semester is my goal, yet I realize
"Well, I have written a resume
that I may have to conduct efforts
and I've begun working with
beyond that target date. Any par
someone from the Career Services
ent or relative who wishes to help,
on what they call self-initiated
not hinder, will also remain
search." "I have a good sense of
focused on this reality.
focus, know what I'm looking for
If I have any questions regarding
and have taken first steps."
job search efforts, I will call UOP
Finally, "I've done some onCareer Services at (209) 946-2361.
campus interviewing, and I have
If parents or curious others have
begun to identify potential
questions, I will have them call
employers I will contact on my
Career Services."
own soon." These are three of sev
Keep taking steps towards your
eral good answers. "I don't think
goals. Whether you're looking for
I'll get started until graduation." or
summer employment, post gradu
"Who cares?" are not very good
ation jobs, graduate school
responses.
options, or internships, actions
When dealing with well mean
speak louder than words.
ing, yet insensitive individuals
Don't just say your thinking
who make these inquiries, always
about it. Do something! We have
say something positive and note a
many, many postings, on-campus
next step you will definitely take.
recruiting, written and internet
"I am scheduled to take first steps
resources, and individualized job
and meet with a career counselor,"
search coaching. Internship and
"I've picked up a resume writing
post-graduation options are avail
guide and I will soon have a draft
able to all!
completed and critiqued."
Also, see if you can decipher the
"I've heard the Career Services
not so subliminal message in the
offices has a handout which clear
following phrase: Careers Are
ly describes the 10 steps I'll have
Really
Exploratory
and
to take to find a job. I'll be there as
Employment Realities Sought by
soon as break is over." are all
Ever Realistic and Very Innovative
acceptable replies. Use them if you
Career Explorers Seeking Career
need them.
Assistance
and
Helpful
If you ever get into a heated
Experienced Likable Professionals!
career related discussion with par
ents or someone else1 simply pull
•cV" 'i- i V'. j i t rVLi

BURTON JAY NADLER
Director UOP Career Services

Constance Jorritsma at San Joaquin County council of governments.

Works for Government
Internships available in the area

NAGAT ELTAREB
Pacificctn columnist
Are you considering a career in
government? Well, you don't have
to travel to Washington or some
other big city to get experience.
One way to help you in your pro
fessional choice is by getting an
internship in a government setting
here in the local area.
Two weeks ago, Constance
Jorritsma, a business major, began a
marketing internship at San Joaquin
County's Council of Governments.
Her position requires that she
work on different promotional
advertisements and set up booths at
events like Earth Day and various
travel fares. Besides these duties, she
is actively working on such projects
as Commute Connection and other
ride sharing programs.
Jorritsma feels that internships
prepare students to enter the work
force. "Interning is better than just
diving [into the work place] immedi
ately after graduating," said
Jorritsma.
The government setting is also a
new environment for her. "This is a
different area than I had worked
before," Jorritsma said. "It's allowing
me to see another aspect of business,
as well as gain insight into various
marketing promotions and the
workings of a government agency."
"I had never thought about work
ing in this specific sector, but now I
view it as another (career) option.",

Ryan Denham is another st
who is currently interning in;
ernment-related position. Denl
a Business Finance major and i
internship with the City of Mai
He is currently working closely
the assistant to the city mai
Karen McLaughlin, helping to
the fiscal budget for next yea
create a salary and benefits pac
McLaughlin feels that intern
are great for both the emp'n e
the student. "For one reasoi
extra person is available to
special projects that we don
time to do. Also, the studeititl
ing current issues in the ctfs
which he or she then appro*
internship. They get to see
ories in practice, while we g
what is currently being
°
ex
n
becomes a learning Pf.
both sides," said McLaughUnDenham is really lean*
City of Manteca. "I'm m »
of understanding the w .
city government and no
up," he said.
11|
"I'm learning more abou
vices that the city provide11
duties of different officers.
esting to get experience
**1^ I
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the chance to work in ag •
more r***
information i
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Co-op/Internship
Linda Johnson or Jodyj^ ^
2273, or stop by the
McConchie Hall (2nd fl°
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SOAP PREVIEW
ing Features
IMY CHILDREN:
Erica
to Wildwind with the
t after seeing Dimitri and
"embracing, she left and
ick to Willow Lake. Later, at
.norial service for the child,
iid she was going to Russia
t an infant. Pierce began to
[his daughter, but not what
ned to her. Erica took Esther
|e baby to New York. Wait to
jayiey hears Tanner's "revela(ER WORLD: Carl visited a

Grant to get a confession,
iwittingly left a clue to his
r. Later, Carl asked Jake to
the confession tape. Vicky
new side of Bobby when he
of running from his memomi asked her mother, Etta
to quit working for Vicky
se it's dangerous. Rachel
d Carl to move back in. Wait
The Carlinos face danger.
HE WORLD TURNS: Mike
led for the missing Pilar,
'n told Emily and Kirk either
im could be Diego's killer. Kit
David Lily won't "talk."
te David's reluctance to dis|his past, Lisa found someout about him. Bob walked
a confused Kim turned to
for reassurance. Someone

tried to stop Holden from using
the evidence that could help Lily.
Wait To See: Margo becomes
increasingly upset by the investi
gation.

THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTI
FUL: Lauren reconsidered her part
ing from Eric, but then learned he
and Stephanie had reconciled.
Ridge was furious when he learned
Grant now had control of
Forrester, thanks to Brooke's deci
sion to sign it over to him. Sheila
offered Curtis money to woo
Maggie, so she can get out of
James' life. Stephanie told Michael
she brought a gun to work so that
Ridge can take it for repairs. Wait
To See: A gun goes off in Grant's
office.
DAYS OF OUR L/VES.Marlena has
decided that if she and John will
be together, it will be because
Kristen self-destructs. King's suspi
cions about Bo, Billie, and Hope
led to his decision to kill them all.
Kristen told Vivian and Susan
she'll have Susan nurse the baby.
Later, Ivan was erroneously given a
dose of the anti-lactating drug
meant for Susan and told Vivian
Dr. Wu prescribed an antidote:
making love to a beautiful
woman—and would Vivian help
fill the prescription? Wait To See:
Susan prepares for her appoint
ment with Dr. Marlena Evans.

GENERAL HOSPITAL: Sonny told
Luke about Stefan rescuing
Katherine, who had fallen in her
hospital room. Bobbie decided to
check out Lesley's medical records.
Later, Bobbie became concerned
when she learned of Lucas' emo
tional eruption when he saw Tony
and Carly embrace. Jason's drug
investigation led to Dorman's
apartment. Wait To See: Bobbie is
trapped in a warehouse fire.
ONE LIFE TO LIVE: Viki rescued
Dorian during the snowstorm, and
let her stay at Llanfair. Later, the
two women agreed to work to find
a blood marrow donor for Starr. In
New York, Casey told Andy and
Antonio he was the building
superintendent, but he later pulled
a gun on Antonio. Maggie found
Ian going through her father's
office. Wait To See: Maggie makes a
confession.
SUNSET BEACH: Meg found the
briefcase of jewels Annie dropped
and put them in Lost and Found
where Ben later found them. Later,
Eddie tried to persuade Gregory
that Del was already dead when he
arrived, and the jewels were miss
ing. Tiffany told Olivia she could
link Olivia to Del's murder.
Michael told Vanessa he shot and
killed James' father in a gang years
ago. Eddie abducted Meg and told
Ben he'll trade her for the jewels.

Olivia was about to tell Cole he's
Elaine's son, when he saw a photo
of Caitlin and realized what he's
done. Wait To See: Paula faces new
danger.

THE YOUNG AND THE REST
LESS: Ryan decided to leave Nina
and move into Flo's place with lit
tle Phillip. Ashley caught Grant
looking at photos in the bedroom
of the house Kurt may sell, and
realized he was Linda's lover.
Diane kept her dinner with Victor
secret from Jack. John warned Jill
he'll sue for custody of Billy if she
marries Keith. Neil was over
whelmed when Dru told a TV
interviewer that she credits him
with her success. In Madison,
Grace saw a document Frank
signed giving his consent to the
adoption of Sharon's baby. Wait To
See: Tony moves in on an "oppor
tunity."
GUIDING LIGHT: Josh got bad
news about HB and rushed to his
father's bedside. Ross asked a dev
astating Blake for a divorce. Alan
reacted to the truth about his rela
tionship to Amanda. The board
members were rocked by the reve
lation about Amanda and by
Alexandra's mysterious reappear
ance. Wait To See: Reva may get
more than she expects when she
confronts Annie.

HOROSCOPES
King Features
S (March 21 to April 19)
°uld be helping a child out
a problem this week. Couples
be sharing quality time
ter. You're both definitely on
wave length. A domestic
"i crops up this weekend
°'ng a meddle-some relative.

(April 20 to May 20)
vd thinking aids you in busidealings this week. Despite
elay, you'll succeed with your
lives by week's end. This
;nd, avoid getting into a
with a loved one.
tt\/ (May 21 to June 20)
"andle a home responsibiliiilv
^ in the week. Later, you'll
'Xcited about a new moneyln8 Plan. Talks with authority
es Will be productive. A spure"ttionient social invitation
y°n this weekend. Feel free
,du|ge yourself and have a
'time.

CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
You'll express yourself with ease
and confidence this week. One
friend may be a bit of a wet blan
ket this week, but happiness comes
through hobbies, travel and cul
tural pursuits, particularly this
weekend. A child has a decision to
make, with your help.

LIBRA (September 23 to
October 22)
Those seeking a change in resi
dence get valuable leads this week.
Family and monetary interests are
highlighted. You come to an
important realization this week
end about a relationship problem.
This eases your mind.

CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January 19)
Monies due you may be late in
coming. However, you'll be
pleased with this week's important
career developments. Commonsense thinking is your valuable ally
this weekend. Don't let others dis
tract you once you've made up
your mind.

LEO (July 23 to August 22)
You'll receive a valuable suggestion
from an agent or adviser this week.
Couples will enjoy fun activities
with children, and singles meet
with romantic introductions. In
fact, romance is in the air this
weekend.

SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21)
You may feel blocked about a writ
ing or research project this week.
However, there's a lovely accent on
social interests later in the week.
Over the weekend, couples enjoy
exciting times together doing
something special.

AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18)
You may be taking the children on
a special outing this week. It's a
delightful week for travel and the
enjoyment of leisure events, par
ticularly so for those on vacation.
Romance comes unexpectedly.

VIRGO
(August
23
to
September 22)
You'll get to the bottom of a
matter that's been troubling you
for some time. Later in the week,
getting some unfinished projects
out of the way will be a chief pri
ority for you. A phone call you
receive this weekend brings good
i .'H.i. i-c •>
news.' n'
I

SAGITTARIUS (November 22
to December 21)
If something is bothering you, this
is a good week to get it out in the
open. Heart-to-heart talks are
favored. You could receive a sur
prise invitation from a friend this
weekend. A career concern is put
to rest.

PISCES (February 19 to March

20)

You still may be concerned this
week about a problem left over
from
the
job
last
week.
Information you receive leads to a
life is rewarding.

CALENDAR
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Luigi's Two Toppin
Pizza . .$6.75
onion, bell pepper,
tomato, mushroom,
garlic, pineapple,
olive, pepperoni,
ham, extrasalami,
.50 per topping

DINING ON THE DELTA
EVERY TABLE HAS A VIEW
DECK AND FULL BAR
ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE TO GO
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!

I

<

Campus Events

* # s

srafis-riB*.® ftsTiiitou

ASUOP Senate weekly meeting,
McCaffrey Center Conference
Room, 5-7 p.m.

:
r

t Wood-fired

Pizza's * Rotisserie * Fresh Seafood * Pasta
Casual * Fun * Lively * Affordable
Lunch * Dinner * Cocktails

6629 Embarcadero Drive at Ben Holt Drive west of 1-5
Stockton at Village West Marina
Locally Owned

209-474-6585

Basil Burger
w/ cBedder or
swiss & fries
.$5.75

Reservuions Accepted • Gift Certificates Available
Visa. MasterCard.American Express.Discover

A L P E R T OJ
f

M V* MOLCASALSA

Monday

il.30

bottled beer
after lO pm

MEXICAN FOOD

ffcCC
S20Z BRINK
with the purchase of any combination plate
Carne Asada-Chicken-Carnitas-Fish
and much more
ALWAYS FRESH! ALWAYS THE BEST!
24 E. Yokuts - Stockton,CA
One Block North of March Lane At the Corner of
Yokuts and North El Dorado

209-952-9510

You must bring this coupon to receive your free drink. Offerexpires 5/1/97

lower @/m

(209) 478-6290
2324 Grand Canal Blvd. #4
Stockton, CA 95207
Across from the Hilton entrance

Thursday March 20

7135 Pacific Ave Stockton, CA 95207
Phone 477-7043,477-5574

Intramurals: Outdoor Soccer
entries CLOSE today at 4 p.m.

Off Campus Events
Author Terris McMahon-Grimes
discusses her latest mystery book,
Blood Will Tell at Barnes & Noble ,
7 p.m.

Night Life
McCaffrey Center Movie: "The
Blues Brothers," 8 p.m. at the
McCaffrey Center Theater. General
Admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors
and children under 12. Free to
UOP students.

Friday March 21
Off Campus
Tennis (W) v. Cal State Fullerton
at Fullerton, 1 p.m..

Night Life
Upbeat
Movie: "The
Blues
Brothers," 8 p.m. at the McCaffrey
Center Theater. General Admission
is $3, $1.50 for seniors and chil
dren under 12. Free to UOP stu
dents.
Chi Alpha weekly meeting, in the
Z Building East at 8 p.m.

Saturday March 22
Campus Events
The Community Program Youth
Festival from 10 a.m.- 3 p.m. on
Knoles Hall Lawn for ages 3 to 13,
Easter egg hunt, games, prizes, and
food . For more info call 946-2436.

GRAND
/OPENING!
SPECIALIZING IN THE CURIOUS AND UNUSUAL
Clothing Hats. Jewelry. Posters. Pipes. Tapestries, and
A Myriad of Other Interesting Subcultural Artifacts and Accessories
3210 Pacific Ave. Stockton. Ca. 95204 (2091-462-7284
2)rmfc

dints

Monday-Friday
$1.50 Honey Brown Beer

MONDAY

a drinking est.

THURSDAY

$ 2. 5 0

A

$2.00 PURPLE HOOTERS

Jack Daniels

6252 PACIFIC AVENUE

STOCKTON, CA

fob
Fair
for
Technical
Professionals at the Sacramento
Convention Center, 1400 J Street.
For more info call 1-800-655-JOBS.
California Job Journal at the
Sacramento Convention Center in
Exhibit Hall D: Consulting as a
Career... Is it for me? 11:30 a.m.12:30 p.m. and The Internet and
Your Job Search 2 p.m. - 3 p.m.
Tennis (W) v. Northern Arizona at
Long Beach, CA.

any draft beer $1.75

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

Off Campus Events

95207

Regrettable Productions, a film
production company, holding
casting call at Sacramento State
University Speech/Drama Building
room 249, 10 a.m.- 2 p.m. Bring a
headshot & resume. For more info
call Ronny Wyatt (209) 369-1234.

Carnpua

Night Life

Upbeat
Movie:
"The
Brothers," 8 p.m. at they
Center Theater. General iT f
is $3, $1.50 for seniors P"
dren under 12. Free tn
dents.

II

Sunday MnrJ
Off Campus

w
Poetry Night with Open R,
featuring Jackson poet
Riston at Barnes & Noble I- s
March Lane, 7 p.m.

Night Life
Upbeat
Movie: "The
Brothers," 8 p.m. at the Mel
Center Theater. General Adi
is $3, $1.50 for seniors an
dren under 12. Free to Ufl
dents.

Monday March 24- Md
31 Spring Break

Tuesday

4pri/

Classes Resume
Campus Events
Tuesday World Forum:|
American Vandal Ab\
Again" presented by
Camfield, Assistant Profes|
English
in
the
International Center.
The Lunch Bunch RE-Entijl
at noon- 1 p.m. in the Mcr
Center private dining rooir
H.I.V. Testing at the Cowellj
Center 6-8 p.m.

Off Campus Events
Original demo music sub
DEADLINE
for W
Productions company m
more info contact R°nn7
(209) 369-1234 or P.O.
Lodi, CA, 95241.

WednesdayJ0
Campus Events
Body Image
Group at the
Heaw
1:30-3 p.m.. Call 946-22
ister.
Cowell

UOP Greek Council
Westol's presentation
,
Trial" at 7 p.m. in Fa-'ejr
Concert Hall. Everyone
Greek Council, weekly
the McCaffrey Center
Room at 8 p.m.
Celebrate Diversity ^ee
12.

r

CALENDAR
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April 3

Senate
frey

weekly meeting,

Center

Conference

5-7 p.m.
Class, Visual
,v. An Art Approach for
,ne STARTS TODAY.
,e Learning

Life
Movie: "Trainspotting," 8
at the McCaffrey Center
>r. General Admission is $3,
for seniors and children
2. Free to UOP students.

fridav April 4
pus Events
ng Learning Class, Goal
STARTS TODAY.
mg
Learning
Class,
building in Clay: Using Pit &
iring STARTS TODAY.

Intramurals: Outdoor Soccer play
BEGINS.

Night Life
McCaffrey
Center
Movie:
"Trainspotting," 8 p.m. at the
McCaffrey Center Theater. General
Admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors
and children under 12. Free to
UOP students.

Monday April 7
Campus Events
Intramurals: 4 V 4 Sand
Volleyball Men's & Co-Rec and
Innertube Water Polo entries
OPEN TODAY
Stress Relief Support Group at the
Cowell Health Center 6:30-8 p.m.
Open Enrollment.

s (W) v. Sacramento St. at
side Courts, 3 p.m.
ball (M) v. Hawaii at 7 p.m.
1. Spanos Center.

Greek Council Executive Board,
weekly meeting, 6 p.m.

it Life

Ipha weekly meeting, in the
ilding East at 8 p.m.

Saturday April 5
pus Events
tyball (M) v. Hawaii at 7 p.m.
r' Spanos Center.

lo"£

Learning
Class,
binding- Alternative Styles
<TS TODAY

°"g Learning Class, Teaching
otnia History to Children
TC TODAY.

'ne Hong Kingston with
'J Lok Chua
presents
y 99: A Literary Journey at
®- in Faye Spanos Concert

^ Life
Movie: "Trainspotting," 8
5t the McCaffrey Center
ei General Admission is $3,
;°r seniors and children
!2. Free to UOP students.

41 YEARS of QUALITY

SAN F E LI PI

Overcoming Depression Support
Group At the Cowell Health
Center 6-7:30 p.m. To register call
946-2225.

at Movie: "Trainspotting," 8
at the McCaffrey Center
ter. General Admission is $3,
i for seniors and children
r 12. Free to UOP students.
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Sunday April 6
Campus Events

|0S Events

v-

GRILL

STOCKTON S ONLY
Drive Thru Espresso

Breast of Chicken Sandwich

featuring: Expresso Roma, Berkeley s Best

"Stockton's Best"
Hamburger

Wc only use P»a6c CoiSt NATURAL Bl£f end pod..
Thwfertts»s*«tqrinonolcom»d9ri.".

The Okwshoned wiy
• WofWs firtt Oyittf Surrito * frtsh RJH Tkoj
• (umbo G*fc Prawns• dobiwrteOlden
• Frnh Sqututd Lemonade •Cane Audi (griM Oak)
"OnrtJi (roist port)
Phone Orders: (209) 952-6261
4601 Pacific Avenue
(one block south of March Lane)
We accept

Marinated Carved from the Bone

100% Pure Ground Fresh Chuck. All
natural Pacific Coast Grain Fed Beef

Rotisscrie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

FRESH • NATURAL • NO LARD

from our Wood Burning Oven

Now Serving

Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

2jpi1

Salads

on mochas and lattes

Fresh Squeezed Lemonade

•with this ad*

"STOCKTON'S BEST"
FAST FOOD CAFE

BlackwaterCahb
Stockton's Coffeehouse Since J95J
912 X Voseinile St. 'M3-MS

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415

ATM, VISA. Dhnmtr <*• MAIUTCMTW

Campus Events
Tuesday World Forum: Diversity
Program "The Feminization of
Poverty" presented by Lori
Warner, assistant Professor of
Economics at noon in the Bechtel
International Center.
The Lunch Bunch RE-Entry Group
at noon- 1 p.m. in the McCaffrey
Center private dining room.
Lifelong Learning Class, Basic
Grammar and Writing Skills,
Session 11, STARTS TODAY
Lifelong Learning Class, Excel 5.0
for Windows STARTS TODAY
H.I.V. Testing at the Cowell Health
Center 6-8 p.m.

Wednesday April 9

Intramurals: Tennis
CLOSE TODAY at 4 p.m.

PHONE 952-3030 HOURS: SUN-THURS: 1UXFM1DNK3HT

Free Delivery

FRI & SAT: 11*>0-2:00 AW

Now Hiring

entries

Body Image and Eating Issues
Group at the Cowell Health Center
1:30-3 p.m.. Call 946-2225 to reg
ister.
Greek Council, weekly meeting, in
the McCaffrey Center Conference
Room at 8 p.m.
Vtd.lt/.

•

El

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters

Tuesday April 8

Intramurals: Ultimate Frisbee
entries CLOSE TODAY at 4 p.m.

il
I SI
; M

\

Bar bequcd Beef Sandwich
Rotisscrie Roasted
Breast of Turkey
Sandwich
Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips

ATM, VISA Discover, b MasterCard

\\

^ $8.99
• |Medium Pizza

+ zuokes

(2nd Pint only P 00 mow)

— ms-i-

sr«?s

KffP
Sjucial

1 Medium Pizza

Wt

m

2 oroen breadstcte 96c
I 1 cyder cheesy bread S1.S

1

. t order Wings S2.99
1 (hot B8Q, or wM
I (•••nrtteipird**)

S
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Thursday April 10

The Gallery Gifts & Things

for they thOnfrvyou/jiMt cowvt fowl cwvywhere, eU&!

Located on Miracle Mile at 1849 Pacific Ave. 937-2991

Campus Events

Campus Events

ASUOP Senate weekly meeting,
McCaffrey Center Conference
Room, 5-7 p.m.

Tuesday World Forum(European Monetary VnL,
it Fly?" presented by TimX
Assistant Professor of Ensli
the Bechtel International Ce!
noon.

Friday April 11
Campus Events
Li Lu, Chinese Revolutionist,
speaks on "Tianeman Square and
Beyond" in Long Theatre, 7 p.m.

$2.00 Off

AUTHENTIC

NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA
SANDWICHES-FRESHSALADS-SOUP
DRAFT BEER • WINES

IWMWKHOrOQUMX

2300 W.Alpine Ave. 462-6668
(1 Block From I-5)

with coupon
one coupon per pizza
I

expires 5/31/97

Intramurals: Ultimate Frisbee
one day event at Brookside Field.

Night Life
UOP Percussion Ensemble in Faye
Spanos Concert Hall at 8 p.m.
Chi Alpha weekly meeting, in the
Z Building East at 8 p.m.

Saturday April 12
Campus Events

Pizza • Raviolis

Hours:

Sandwiches

Sun-Thurs

Micro &

10 am to 10 pm

Domestic Beers

Fri-Sat

Darts • 3 TVs

pizza & pub

10 am to 12 am

Wednesday i Lunch or Dinner
Guidi's
nights
! UOP Specials
we deliver!

All-you-can-eat!

PIZZA

$4.99 |

Just fax your order &
we'll bring it to you
need a menu?
fax # 472-7326

i Small, 1 top $6.99
i Medium, 1 top $7.99
i Large, 1 top $8.99
j X-large, 1 top $9.99

4415 Pacific Avenue 472-0783

ress
1461 March Lane, Stockton
209-952-2435

Open: Monday-Friday 6 am to 6 pm
Saturday & Sunday 7 am to 4pm

"you've tried the rest
now try the best"
Buy o n e
bagel
get one

FREE

Fresh bagels made from scratch
8 days a week on the premises
Stuffed Bialys from heaven
31 variations of bagels
Full Express Bar
Best Lunch in town

"We call it pride, bagel lovers call it heaven!"

TuesdayAgrjjj,

International Spring Festival on
Knoles Lawn, 10:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Lifelong
Learning
Class,
Implications of Codependency
STARTS TODAY.
Intramurals: Tennis: Singles
Matches today at Brookside
Courts.

Sunday April U
Campus Events
Intramurals: Tennis: Doubles
Matches today at Brookside
Courts.

Night Life
Comedy/Music- Summit Hubcap
Cafe 8-11 p.m.

Monday April 14
Campus Events
Stress Relief Support Group at the
Cowell Health Center 6:30-8 p.m.
Open Enrollment.

The Lunch Bunch RE-Entry Gro

noon- 1 p.m. in the McCa
Center private dining room
Lifelong Learning Class,
Criticism STARTS TODAY.
Lifelong Learning Class,
Drug Update and Be
STARTS TODAY.
H.I.V. Testing at the Cowell
Center 6-8 p.m.

Night Life
Founder's Day Movie: Up
Movie: Animal House 8 p.n
the McCaffrey Center The
General Admission is $3, $1.5(
seniors and children under
Free to UOP students.

Conservatory of Music Rest
Artist Series Recital pres
Patricia Shands, Clarinet, 1
Residents Artist James Si
Violin/Viola and Guest A
Audrey Andrist, Piano at 8 p i
Faye Spanos Concert Hall.

Campus Events

Body Image and Eating I
Group at the Cowell Health C
1:30-3 p.m.. Call 946-2225 t<
ister.

Greek Council, weekly meetii
the McCaffrey Center Conte
Room at 8 p.m.
Intramurals: Golf entries C
today at 4 p.m.

Night Life

Overcoming Depression Support
Group At the Cowell Health
Center 6-7:30 p.m. To register call
946-2225.

Founder's Day Movie: McC
Center Movie: Indiana I"
p.m. at the McCaffrey
Theater. General Admission
$1.50 for seniors and c
under 12. Free to UOP s u

Greek Council Executive Board,
weekly meeting, 6 p.m.

Thursday ApriL

Night Life
Founder's Day Movie: Upbeat
Movie: Glory Days 8 p.m. at the
McCaffrey Center Theater. General
Admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors
and children under 12. Free to
UOP students.

Campus Events
ASUOP Senate weekly JJ
McCaffrey Center C°
Room, 5-7 p.m.
Legal services, offered by
5:30 p.m.- 7:30 P-j^p
McCaffrey Center A5

CALENDAR

1997
Ltiidents and a $10 fee for
Id faculty-

ipus Events
U Bookmark, 2103 Pacific

Author, Entertainer,
,«• Steve Allen and his
hf SERIOUSLY, 4:30 p.m.fffl
ts

Life
ij y Symphony Orchestra,

I Allard, Conductor at 8
I jye Spanos Concert Hall.
'5 Day Movie: Upbeat
Sure Thing 8 p.m. at the
frty Center Theater. General
isiin is $3, $1-50 for seniors
ihidren under 12. Free to
itu lents.

liday April 18
|pi is Events
Learning Class, 50th
California
History
ite Convention STARTS

The Lunch Bunch RE-Entry Group
at noon- 1 p.m. in the McCaffrey
Center private dining room.
Lifelong
Learning
Class,
Adolescent counseling for Drug &
Alcohol
Counselor
STARTS
TODAY.
H.l.V. Testing at the Cowell Health
Center 6-8 p.m.

ON-CAMPUS HOUSING
Summer 1997
Applications for on-campus summer housing will be
accepted in the Residential Life and Housing Office,
Bannister Hall, second floor, from April 4 through April
19, 1997. Space is limited, so sign-up early.

Wednesday April 23

Fall 1997-Spring 1998

Campus Events
Body Image and Eating Issues
Group at the Cowell Health Center
1:30-3 p.m.. Call 946-2225 to reg
ister.
Greek Council, weekly meeting, in
the McCaffrey Center Conference
Room at 8 p.m.
Intramurals: 4 V 4 Sand
Volleyball Men's & Co-Rec entries
CLOSE today at 4 p.m.

Academic Year 97/98 sign-ups will take place April 14
through April 18, 1997 in the Grace Covell Tiger Lounge.
Housing and Dining Service Booklets will soon be in the
mail to students who currendy live on campus. If you are
currently living off-campus, but would like to be on campus for
97/98, booklets will be available in the Residential Life and
Housing Office beginning April 10, 1997.
Residential Life and Housing
Division of Student Life--946-2331

Thursday April 24
mis: Golf play today at
Golf Course.

Campus Events

Life

ASUOP Senate weekly meeting,
McCaffrey Center Conference
Room, 5-7 p.m.

Ibha weekly meeting, in the
Icing East at 8 p.m.
presents the CONCERT

been waiting for! 8 p.m.

Qturday April 19
i»us Events
Learning
Class,
'ftanding Domestic Violence

' TODAY.
Life

Boardwalk

Hand

Hall

' 8 p.m.-12 a.m.

Monday April 21
Pus Events
Relief Support Group at the
'Health Center 6:30-8 p.m.
Enrollment.

°»'ing Depression Support
ff Ae the Cowell Health
5225 ^ P'm' T° register call

\^0uncil

y meeting,

Executive Board,
6 p.m.

« Life
pri!7S Woodwind Quintet in
1 Hall at 8 p.m

'^iday April 22

^Pus Events
}' World Forum TBA.
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Night Life

THE TWO THINGS YOU CAN COUNT ON ABE DEATH AND TAXES.

Upbeat Movie: Reality Bites 8
p.m. at the McCaffrey Center
Theater. General Admission is $3,
$1.50 for seniors and children
under 12. Free to UOP students.

v*
; ir"'.:

Friday April 25
Campus Events
Intramurals: 4 V 4 Sand
Volleyball Men's & Co-Rec PLAY
today at Rainey Recreation Sand
Courts.

t of one ;of them.

Off Campus Events
Stockton Asparagus Festival Arts
& Crafts Show at Oak Grove
Regional Park (1-5 at 8 Mile Road)
TODAY thru APRIL 27. For more
info (209) 937-7488.

Night Life
Upbeat Movie: Reality Bites 8
p.m. at the McCaffrey Center
Theater. General Admission is $3,
$1.50 for seniors and children
under 12. Free to UOP students.
Chi Alpha weekly meeting, in the
Z Building East at 8 p.m.
UOP Jazz Ensemble, Allen Brown,
Director, in Faye Spanos Concert
Hall at 8 p.m.

And we're willing to bet that a career in Taxation i* a whole lot
more appealing, not to mention rewarding, than the alternative.
Especially when you can earn your Masters in Taxation in Just nine
months at Golden Gate University. Enroll In our full-time program
starting this August, and you could complete your studies and be
working In one of our Internships by tax time next year. Call GGU
today for Information on our Masters of Taxation. It's a degree
you'll really be able to count on. In more ways than one.

GOLDEN GATE UNIVERSITY

••••

Our degrees don't just hang on the wall.

(4 15) 442-7884

daytax@ggu.edu

CLASSIFIEDS.
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FOR SALE
3 bedroom, 2 bath, recently reno
vated home for sale. Brand new car
pet and lino., approx. 1500 sq. ft.,
nice neighborhood, near Victory
Park, $88,500. Call Juli at 941-9104
or 946-2902.
Gov't, foreclosed homes from pen
nies on $1. Delinquent tax, Repo's,
REO's. Your area. Toll free 1-800218-9000 Ext. H-8700 for current
listings.
Seized cars from $175. Porsches,
Cadillacs,
Chevy's,
BMW's,
Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your
area. Toll free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.
A-8700 for current listings.

FUNPRAISING
Fast fund-raiser- Raise $500 in five
days! Greeks, clubs, motivated indi
viduals. Fast, easy- No financial
obligation. 1-800-862-1982 Ext. 33.

PART-TIME JOBS
$1000's possible reading books. Part
time. At home. Toll free 1-800-2189000 Ext. R-8700 for listings.
$1000's possible typing. Part time.
At home. Toll free 1-800-218-9000
Ext. T-8700 for listings.
Film production, talent mgmt.,
internships available. Call CRE
ATIVE ARTISTS MANAGEMENT at
1-800-401-0545.
The Stockton Ports Baseball Club
has over thirty part time and
evening jobs available for the 1997

season April-August. Positions
include: souvenir sales, stadium
ushers, program seller, team mas
cot, speed pitch operator and infor
mation booth attendant. Earn extra
income in an enjoyable setting.
Apply in person at the Ports office,
Hebert Field in Oak Park, ThursdayMonday 9a.m. to 5p.m.
Summer Employment: High Sierra
Resort is hiring for all or part of the
summer. Salary and room and
board. Call 1-916-676-1370.
Summer jobs! Roughing It Day
Camp-SF Bay Area is hiring full sea
son: Group counselors, Teachers:
horseback riding, swimming, fish
ing, canoeing, rowing, crafts,
sports, mountain biking, rock
climbing. Refs/Exper/Excel DMV.
Call 1-510-283-3795.
Community Wide Web of Stockton
seeks Technical Support Assistants
with computer knowledge, internet
experience and good phone skills.
Flexible hours. 15 hours/week.
$6/hour. Contact Jim Davis or Glen
at 473-5950.
Safeco Corporation is a Fortune 500
financial services company, with
emphasis in the insurance industry.
It annually offers salaried intern
ships as well as scholarships to qual
ified candidates. The summer
internships focus on providing
opportunities to learn about insur
ance claims, underwriting, loss con
trol, marketing, and management.
Resumes and cover letters are due
this year in Career Services by April
1st, with interviews conducted soon
after. For additional information
call 946-2361. The Safeco contact
person is: Greg Smith, 3000

Mexico $199.r/t Cheap Fares

*Park-like setting

Everywhere!

QV All LAKES

airhitch@netcom.com
www isicom fr/airhitch/

$150 off first month's rent
on ] bedroom apartments

Grouse Run Apartments
4738 Grouse Run Drive (209) 957-6710

415-834-9192

NEW STUDENT
DENTAL PLAN

Spend MWUMM in

est pending

, /

No charge for diagnosis and x-rays

only <tC700
yvl

Stockton Savings Bank seeks
Assistant for Loan Development.
WordPerfect for correspondence
and file merging tasks. Must be able
to pass a math test using a calcula
tor. Flexible schedule. $8/hour.
Contact Debbie Collard at 5477601 or Pam Nogori at 547-7641.
Enterprise Rent-A-Car seeks intern
candidates all semesters in various
locations. In Stockton, SAC or
NorCal contact Marylou Prevost,
4732 Auburn Blvd., SAC 95841,
(916) 349-8000 or FAX 349-8080.
For Concord, SF, or Bay Area, Julie
Bonnie, 2550 Monument Blvd.,
Concord 94524, (510) 609-6916.
McLaren/Hart
Environmental
Engineering seeks Temporary/Parttime/On-call civil, geotechnical,
environmental, or chemical engi
neering student assistant. Contact
Annalise O'Conner, HR Specialist
11101 White Rock Road, Rancho
Cordova 95670, (916)638-3696 FAX
638-2842.
Anderson Consulting wants candi
dates for Computer Science and
Engineering Summer Internship,
resumes and data sheets by
February 25th. Information session
on Wednesday February 19th, 7-9
p.m.
4137 North El Dorado
Stockton, California 95206
(209) 465-6048

Within USA $79 - $129

'Unique 1,2, & 3
bedrooms

'Pool/Spa

Norwest Financial is now hiring
June graduates for a paid intern
ship. $10/hour. Candidates interest
ed in a career in consumer finance
should contact Barry Blum at (209)
951-9864.

EUROPE $249

'Model open daily

'Fireplaces

Executive Parkway, Suite 300, San
Ramon, CA 94583, (510) 277-8600
or FAX 277-8636.

per year

Save money and your teeth! Enroll now!
Call for brochure ~ (800) 655-3225

f

Hot (TlflTZfllflH!

($539!

3/22/97-3/29/97

(flllTODJlV!
(209) 473-7300

Seats Still Available
Based on DBL Occupancy
at Hotel Costa de Oro

Sure Travel
Behind the Hilton

The Personal Touch
Embroidery
Screenprinting
Fraternity Lettering

Your
Garments
or ours

B^k/* nf AmeriCa hinng
sales/teller positions. Visit
Village Branch, 504 W. ft
Holt location Thursday
13, 3-5 p.m. with resume for
interview.

2

Smith Way Moto Xpress seekJH1
tary. Contact David Dahl i7r
1 '1
978-8848.

Delta Protective Services ci
Security Guard and inve
W
Control persons. Swing and
yard shifts. Contact Chu
Madrid 547-1479 FAX 54 7-29sT,

EMCO seek part-time and I
technicians and engineers forv
ous engineer and CAD proj#^
Contact Richard Ormsby
Ridge Road, Sutter Creek 9il®
(209) 223-4732 FAX 223-2779, I*

Entrepreneurial
students/alii [
needed to market long-distaf
telephone services. Flexible hoj
Commission with residuals i
ble. Contact Lon or Lisa at l
461- 6271.
Pridestaff has numerous temp i
full-time positions. Call 477or visit 2800 W. March Lane #36|
American Honda seeks mater
handlers for flexible hours. $9
Contact Patti Woodward at 1231
S. Dervin Parkway in French

AT&T Snyder seeks Sales Assi
to work outside sales and eveni
malls. Flexible schedule. Con!
Mike Lopez, 1-800-427-9666,5,
Claremont
Avenue, Stoc*
95202.

Here an ad,
there and ad,
everywhere an ad oi
WAIT! Where's your®

Specializing in Garment Lettering of All Types

S

A

L

O

N

F) T'AVC
1465 West March Lane
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 952-7286 95-BRAVO

pPatty Q^(o
Qwncr/Stylitf

| (209) 952-8663

s,otk,(,n'

specializing »l

haircut, color, roexiv^

SPORTS
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ance ends early for Cinderella
Editor

put, the upset was not to be.
14 seed Pacific Tigers fell short of what many
-ht could've been a surprise upset of the St. Joseph's
[ The Hawks downed the Tigers 75-65 last Thursday,
e Jon M. Huntsman Center in Salt Lake City, Utah,
first round of the NCAA Tournament West
the Cinderella season was over. The Big West
put up a fight and literally put the Hawks on
But the Hawks also were very defensive in
senior guard Mark Boelter to only five points (1. St. Joe's guard Arthur "Yah" Davis
shut down Boelter and ruined the Tigers' outshooting game.
got some good open looks," said Boelter, "but they
playing really good. I mean every time I came off a
Davis was right in my face."
looked all but put away as St. Joe's was the
11-point lead (49-38) with 12:26 to play in
The Tigers went on a 10-0 run to slice the lead
and provide UOP fans a reason to cheer. But,
star Rashid Bey quieted the Tiger rally with a three
his team up, 52-48.
Tigers, again, cut the lead, to 52-50 with 7:20
but then gave up consecutive threes to Davis
Bey, which put the Hawks up 58-50 and their lead
not dip below four the rest of the way.
junior center, Michael Olowokandi picked
quick fouls in the first half and watched from
His second-half performance was much better,
scored all 10 of his points and looked dominant
the smaller Hawks,
realized that they really couldn't guard him," said
Tim Bowman. "He could just go to the rack anyhe wanted to." Olowokandi didn't get the ball
ugh inside and he eventually cooled off. Bowman finwith 18 points and 7 boards,
wman also broke his nose in the first half on a colliwith Hawk guard Terrell Myers, but said, "It didn't
ty affect my play at all." He returned in the second
and closed out his career as a Tiger.
We didn't want to get here and just go home like
s" said Boelter, "but being the first (UOP) team to get
e since the 1979 squad was nice, but we'd have much
won."
pite the loss, coach Bob Thomason remained optihc about next season.
e think we have a nice core," said Thomason about
1 year's returners. They are indeed a nice core as
Mahaffey, Corey Anders, Olowokandi, and the
Ur" of Adam Jacobsen. Thomason also added that he
1 the "best recruiting class we've ever had" coming in.
ext year, the team will look to dance, dance, dance.

'OP
>PORTS
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above:

Tim Bowman,
guard, shoots
one of two tech
nicals during
last Thursday's
first round
NCAA
Tournament
game vs. St.
Joe's. Bowman
suffered a bro
ken nose in the
first half, but
was all riiht.

NCAA
ST. JOE'S
MEN'S
UOP
HOOPS
1ST ROUND

A Look at the Hoop Recruits
Earl Clark
Portland, OR
Nathan Davis
San Ramon, CA
Ross Gerard-Mills
Salem, OR
Clay McKnight
Mission Viejo, CA
Jason Williams
Ufalnstf

Pos.
G

Ht.
6-1

Wt.
195

Yr.-Exp.
So.-JC

G

6-2

180

Fr.-HS

C

6-10

235

Ft-HS

G

6-1

180

So.-TR

F

6-7

220

Jr.-JC

PA
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Men's Volleyball

Softball

Long Beach State tosses
back-to-back shutouts
C COLTON
Pacifican Staff Writer
Tammy Dietrich and Amy Miner
both pitched complete game
shutouts as the lOth-ranked Long
Beach State 49ers swept the Pacific
Tigers, 5-0; 7-0, in a Big West
Conference double-header last

Friday in Long Beach.
The Tigers were one-hit in the
opener. Brandee McArthur had the
lone hit. In the second game, the
Tigers fared slightly better getting
seven hits as a team and Michelle
Cordes had was the only Tiger
with two hits.
The team is 14-7 overall.

Interested in sports?
Paid position available
in the Pacifican Sports
Dept.
Learn while you earn!
Call 946-2115

WELCOME
HOME!
Congratulations on
the Big West Toui
and representing UO
from The Pacificai
WE ARE PROUD 0FY0UI!

Tigers have Ball then f
JOE GALLINA
Pacifican staff writer
This week the Pacific Tigers
showed both their best and their
worst, defeating number six Ball
Sate last Tuesday in the manor of a
champion, and then falling to
number
fifteen
Cal
State
Northridge on Saturday as if they
were a completely different team.
Pacific's record now stands at 12-6
overall, and 5-6 in league.
Regardless of wins or losses, this
team still has the potential to
achieve greatness. When they
play to their full potential, they
are unstoppable, as Ball State
learned the hard way.
The Tigers jumped out to an
early lead and never gave up con
trol of the match. After earning a
tough first win at 16-14, it was
business as usual for the Tigers, as
they defeated Ball State consecu
tively in the next two games 15-6,
15-13.
Opposite Greg Wakeham had a
stellar performance, putting away
thirty four kills. Vladimir Andric,
'The Croatian Sensation', served
up a storm, earning three aces.
The freshman also added fifteen
kills to the Tiger offensive effort.
Sam Crosson contributed twelve
kills in addition to getting fifteen
digs. He was definitely the man
on fire that night, hitting with a
.571 kill percentage.
It was a different story last
Saturday night, however. The
Tigers just seemed to not be there

as they gave up a win to t
ranked Matadors. Wakeh
held to only eighteen '
had fourteen hitting errors
ing an appallingly iow '
percentage. The only
proved effective was the
attack, since NorthrigeV
spot was just that. Unfoitu
the offense just couldn't
together, and it ended up
battle of the outsides, a ba
the Tiger's just couldn't sc
win. While the Matador's
chalked up an average of
five kills, UOP's stayed at
sixteen. Andric was the or
that stayed in character f
most part, serving up thr
and contributing twenty-fi
This loss will hurt the Tigmore than their chances,
Northridge is a team they
should beat; and they know
There is nothing stopp'
team except for themselves,
their wins they show ju
good they can be, and wi
losses they show just how
they have yet to learn an
much they can improve,
season gets into its meaty
this team will need to prove1
has what it takes to be one i
prime volleyball programs i
nation.
,
The Tigers go on the roa
Spring Break to face BYU
Irvine, and Pepperdine.
return to the Spanos Cent
April fourth to face Hawaii a
p.m.

Final
Dance
St Joseph's 75. UOP 65
PACIFIC

-2 O

Nordahl 2-5 1-2 5, Anders 1-5 3-4 6, Trierweuer
v'
Bowman
*
oowman 5-16
o-io 4-4 18,
io, Boelter
ooeuei 1-8
i-o 2-2
z.-z 5, Owens
cij.
Woliczko 0-0 0-0 0, Mahaffey 4-9 3-4 13, Olwokandi r
Totals 22-56 13-17 65.

ST. JOSEPH'S
. 7l.jj
Slmmonds 1-5 4-5 6, Domani 1-6 2-2 4, Petrfvic 3.
9-15 0-1 22, Davis 6-12 4-4 19, Myers 0-6 5-6 5, KM"
Haskins 3-6 0-0 8. Totals 24-58 18-22 75.
p jgc
Halftime -St. Joseph's 35, Pacific 31. 3-Point goaIS" QWC
(Bowman 4-11, Mahaffey 2-5, Anders 1-2, Boelter " ' p0
1\ c*

n

/"d™.

A

o

Haskins

Rebounds - Pacific 44 (Anders 8, Bowman 7)' goiter
(Petrovic 6, Bey 4). Assists - Pacific 18 (Anders 5,_
%\
Joseph's 16 (Bey 5, Boelter 4). Total fouls^;J^ 42/
Joseph's 19. Technicals - St. Joseph's bench; Myers-

SPORTS;
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ORNER
pance Wrap-up

)N

staff writer

p squad played their

„ Salt Lake City last
igainst St. Joe's, but
i came to an end
5-65 loss. They
t being invited
Dance is an
sent the Tigers

1

shoes just for
which makes me
'Was it the

backcourt of
ey and Arthur
vis was one of
juard tandems the
I all season. Hats off
they were instrumenteam's victory. Bottom
:'s backcourt: 41 points,
court: 27...
oe's Hawk is one of the
jscots I've seen to date,
should shoot that thing
out of its misery. The
players who took the
ir the Pacific-St. Joe's

game, laughed the Hawk right off
the court...
I think the hoop squad could've
beat Boston College in the second
round if they had topped St. Joe's.
I can only dream that the orange
and black would be going up
against Kentucky this week
end in San Jose for the West
Regionals...
I'm already excited about
next season. With the
Tournament experience and
the players that are coming
back, next year's squad
should go deep into the
NCAAs...
The recruiting class
coming in next season
proves to be dynamite on
paper. Let's hope they are stel
lar on the court. Look for the
write-up on them in this issue...
I hate to see Tim Bowman leave
after only two years. He really
stepped up this year after getting
lost in the shuffle last year. He
can't be a senior already, can he?...
Speculation: What would this
year have been like with Adam
Jacobsen?...

ocrosse

rosse team gets stung
IARSCH
in staff writer

eek was an interesting and
wing of days for the UOP
acrosse team, playing two
lainst some fierce competiWednesday, March 12, the
i°k the field to play the
jit° State Hornets.
Iwnets delivered a painful
the Tigers, defeating them
eshman attackman David
COred three goals, Junior
ta Dan Hazlett made two
Junior Wayne Broberg
assist in the game.
,ent0 State had a whop*®n minutes of penalties;
1 themselves by not taking
°f this opportunity and
0r® goals in the second
le game.
"rday- March 15, the UOP
osse team played Chico

ite Hof ' Stagg Stadium® defeated the Tigers 12-5.

eoal tpCkman steve Cabral
:oh reshman attackman
aw\Scored one goal and
anri ' ^die LeBaron had
m,°ne assist.
^fielder james Ward
assist, and Junior mid

fielder Wayne Broberg made an
assist in the game, as well.
Assistant Coach Andy Snaider
stated after the game, "This team is
too inexperienced to be winning
games with that many penalties. We
need to maximize on our man-up
opportunities and minimize on our
man-down opportunities."
Even though the Tigers were
defeated in both games, there was
still some excellent playing effort all
around. Cagey UOP Lacrosse veter
an Karl Neuman turned out two
goals and one assist in both games.
Sophomore defenseman Jose "The
Animal" Villarreal unleashed his
fury in the games, playing out
standing defense, as well as avoid
ing the penalty box. Freshman
goalie Fred Fune played a magnifi
cent first half in the Chico State
game with a career high of eight
saves.
UOP Men's Lacrosse player Eddie
LeBaron stated, "As long as partici
pation and effort remains consis
tent, then UOP Lacrosse should
continue to flourish. The hard work
and dedication from all the players
this year is a compliment to the
growth and success of our team,
compared to what it's been in the
past."
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Formidable Five enter
Tiger program
C. COLTON
Pacifican Staff Writer
Here is a look at next year's bball recruits. All five were signed to
national letters of intent last Fall
to begin play in the 1997-8 season.
Earl Clark, a 6-1 point guard
from Portland, Ore., is a sopho
more at College of the Sequoias. As
a freshman at COS last season,
Clark was an All Coast Valley
Conference First Team selection.
He averaged 22.1 points and 6.2
assists per game during the 199596 campaign. He redshirted this
season, so he can play three years
at UOP. "He is quick, smart, can
shoot the three-point shot, but is a
great penetrator and passer. With
his leadership, he will make us a
very good basketball team next
year," said Head Coach Bob
Thomason.
Nathan Davis, a 6-2 point guard
from San Ramon, Ca., is complet
ing his final year at San Ramon
Valley High School. Last season he
averaged a team-high 12.6 points
per game, while leading his team
in assists and steals. "Nathan is a
true coach's player. He is smart,
dedicated, makes good decisions
on the court, and is a very good
three-point
shooter,"
said
Thomason.
Ross Gerard-Mills, is a 6-10 cen
ter from North Salem High School
in Salem, Oregon. He was injured
during his junior year but still
averaged 9.5 points and 5
rebounds per game. He was picked
as one of the top 10 seniors in the

state of Oregon. "Ross is a center
that has good skills, great size, and
an outstanding feel for the game
of basketball," said Thomason.
Clay McKnight, transfers to
Pacific
from
Saddleback
Community College. A 6-1 guard,
he redshirted this year at
Saddleback and will come to UOP
as a sophomore. He spent his
freshman season at UC Irvine
where he earned Big West AllFreshman honors. He was co-MVP
twice of
the South Coast
Conference twice at Mater Dei
High School in Santa Ana, Ca.
"Clay has one year under his belt
as a successful Big West player,
said Thomason, "and is the perfect
fit for our style of play. He is a
proven winner and will bring com
petitiveness, great three-point
shooting and intelligence to our
program."
Jason Williams, will enter
Pacific as a junior next year after
two seasons at Diablo Valley
College. He earned all-Bay Valley
Conference honors as a freshman
at DVC, scoring 14.2 points and
pulling down 7.8 rebounds per
game. At Northgate High School in
Walnut Creek, Ca. Williams earned
first team all-state honors after
leading his team to the Division 3
state championship. "Jason is the
perfect power forward," said
Thomason, "He is strong, quick
and can score from both the inside
and outside. He will give us the
athletic power forward we've been
looking for."
See page 23 for Hoop Recruits

Intramural sign-ups for
spring sports
Intramural softball is under way! Games started Monday, and are
being played at 4:15 p.m, 5:15 p.m and 6:15 p.m over on Brookside
Field (across the footbridge). Come out and support your favorite
teams!
Entries are open for the following events:
Outdoor Soccer (Co-Rec and Men's Leagues)—closes on March 20th
@

Ultimate Frisbee (Co-Rec Tournament)-closes on April 9th @ 4 p.m
Tennis (Doubles, Singles, Men's and Women's)-closes on Apnl 9th

Golf^-Person Scramble Format, one day event on April 18)-closes
on April 16th @ 4 p.m.

@

Entries are opening soon for the following:
,
4V4 Sand Volleyball (Men's & Co-Rec Tournament)—opens on April
7th—closes on April 23rd @ 4 p.m.
Innertube Waterpolo (Co-Rec Tournament)—opens on April 7th
closes on April 29th @ 4 p.m.

Coach Profile

Coach big off the be
DERK PIPPIN
Pacifican staff writer

Pacific College Hockey Association Aw
Scoring Leader

BMsionl
23 pts., Todd Marshall
Palmer College

Division If
38 pts.; Martin Niel:
Fresno St.

Top Goaltender

Division 1
2.0 GAA (6 games), John Hill
Orange Coast College

DivisionII
2.4 GAA (12 games), Charii
Fresno St.

Coach of the Year

Division I
John Burnett
University of the Pacific

Division 11
Randy Scott
UC Davis

PCHA Tournament MVP

Division I
Brent Faulhaber
San Jose St.

teamlegfnds
SCREENPRINTINfi

W

Division 11
Brian Ouchi
UC Davis
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nee party over in Salt Lake

Ir

Left

Michael Olowokandi skies for
two above and beyond the St.
Joe's defender. He scored ten
points in the post for UOP but it
was not enough as they fell
short, 75 - 65.

1 i

i

Bottom:

18'

Tommy the Tiger shows his roar
to the crowd last Thursday at
the Huntsman Center in Salt
Lake City; Utah. Tommy will be
back next season after a long
off-season of training to be one
of the best college mascots.
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he Pacifican staff would like
give the Tigers a big thanks.
You had a great season!
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He's noHoudini
The great escape artist Harry Hou^'™S^ *p0ssible
was determined to come bac rom
He didn't. But someone else did. Je
be the God who created the untverse and said he

t(>

die and then bodily rise from the dead to prove
God. He did.
Jesus Christ's resurrection from the dead distinguishe
him from all other reUgious leaders. If you haveany
questions about this incredible event or its implications
for your life, please contact one of us or see:
http://religions.everystudent.com/faith/faith.html

If you have any questions about Jesus Christ or

Richard Cooper

AUDIO VISUAL:

Terri Ann Hope

C.O.P.:
COMPUTER CENTER:

*<

Or

Ed Bates
Wes & Kay Briggman

EDUCATION:

m

his resurrection from the dead, please contact one of us.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC:

Kathleen Cooper

ENGINEERING:

Dan Jensen
Robert Johanson
Joe King

Gary Martin
Richard Turpin
Thuan Van Nguyen

FINANCE CENTER:

Mike Goins
Debbie Jones
Sharon Loduca

Carole Massey-Reyner
Dennis Parkinson
Billie Singer

LIBRARY:

Karen Hope

MODERN LANGUAGE:

Donna Fortune

PHARMACY:

Arthur Harralson

PHYSICS:

Richard Perry

PHYSICAL PLANT:

Carol Schmidt

CAMPUS ORGANIZATION:

Campus Crusade for Christ

If you would like to help sponsor future ads, please contact one of us.

